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Abstract
The walls that are presented in our landscapes are more than the facades of architectural structures. Walls have many forms and they contribute
to the formation of different types of landscape spaces, They exist in many places and they are created due to a variety of circumstances and
processes. Fufthermore, understanding the many types of walls can act as an aid in the development and design of new walls and new spaces in
our modern landscapes. This work presents and analyzes many influential walls in order to gain a greater understanding of their past and current
importance, and of their development. Through this study, the many functions that walls serve in the landscape and in our societies is determined.

They are then represented in the form of icons and symbols that form a visual language to not only describe and determine their current state, but
also inform new designs. Placemaking becomes key to creating the visual language. The results show that by applying these theoretical tools
to a site, a visual language of walls could be created to describe a wall and help to establish a new design that works with the current site and

circumstances.
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Goals

We live our lives surrounded by walls. We may hardly notice them, but they are dominate fìgures in the landscape. Walls are essential to the way we
think about our landscape, the way we behave on that land, and the way we expect our land to look. They comprise an endless variety of structures
and materials. As buildings, they vary in the degrees of enclosure to create external spaces. They bind our properties and set us free. Walls are part
of the everyday...

My goal for this practicum is to study and analyze the Walls in our landscapes because of their importance as space-deflning elements. ln doing
this I wish to gain a greater appreciation of Walls in order to utilize them in the design and development of Landscape Architecture. I believe this
study is important to the development of Landscape Architecture because without Walls, many significant spaces may have never been formed. For
example, without Walls, the public square would not exist. ln addition, I wish to create a visual language of walls, a way of describing and analyzing
existing walls to have a basis on which new walls may be reconstructed. By doing this, I hope that any new walls created within a space may become
part of the community, and part of a place.

Objectives

ln landscape architecture, the Wall can have many functions, purposes, meanings, influences and characteristics. lt can be created to serve a
specific function, such as a space-definer, but it may vary substantially from one example to another because of its form. A wall can be created to
deny space from one area to another, but this can occur simultaneously with the creation of a new space.

The objectives of this practicum are to deconstruct everyday walls in our urban landscapes. I wish to reinterpret what the wall can signify and
what the wall can do by introducing the many types of walls that exist, as well as the processes that contribute to their creation. I wish to
redefìne what the wall portrays, by uncovering what these walls do in the landscape, how they exist as space defining elements, how they
impact people and places, and what spaces and enclosures are created because of them. I wish to create a methodology, a new way to
look at walls in the form of a visual language and toolbox, that Landscape Architects and Designers could use to help with the design and
redesign of a wall and its site.

Creating this type of methodology for studying and designing walls will help students and design professionals a) understand how walls are
formed; b) develop new ideas of what walls are; c) understand what wall accomplish in the landscape; d) understand why they are important
to designers, as well as to the general public. I am also creating tools that will aid designers with their own study of walls, for their design
development. These tools will help establísh what the current conditions of a wall and the site are, as well as what is lacking from making
the current wall successful.

The fìnal objective of this practicum is to reconstruct different types of walls through a series of interventions so that new spaces can be realized
and utilized. I would like to analyze how the materiality in a space can have just as much effect on the users of the spaces as redesigning
the space by changing the shape or layout. I do not wish to break down a space, break down a wall or tear it into pieces. That is not want
I want to accomplish here. lt is less about tearing something apart and destroying it as it is about changing, altering, and redefining what is
already existing.



Methodology

One ofthe first and most relevant quest¡ons asked about this pract¡cum was,"Can I create a v¡sual language for the study and appl¡cat¡on
of walls ¡n the urban landscape"? Once a v¡sual language was ¡dentifed it was transformed into a series of icons for the pract¡cal application
of this study.

The second most important issue to address w¡th th¡s practicum was to present walls in a new l¡ght so that people might beg¡n to look at their
depth and intriguing characteristics. Furthermore, it was important to present walls ¡n front of design profess¡onals so that a greater appreciation
of walls might be gained for new des¡gn proiects.

The first step to this pract¡cum was to conduct a photograph¡c analys¡s of what I thought I was studying. The first question I posed to myself was,
What ¡s a Wall2 theî I recorded, observed and experienced th¡ngs that I considered to be walls, boundaries, and barriers through a series
of postcard looking images. These ¡mages were lhen refreshed and observat¡ons, ¡deas, thoughts and feelings were recorded. They were an
interpretation about the everyday- These images allowed questions to be asked about place and the people in them, but these part¡cular questions
were asked in Scotland. Cou¡d these ¡mages and ideas be related here ¡n W¡nnipeg? fhe photograph¡c analysis took the first look at what
walls or baniers could be.

The next step was to determ¡ne how the wall came to be. Research studied f¡ve processes thãt have contr¡buted to the creat¡on of walls.
These processes created an understanding about walls. Th¡s was important s¡nce the best method of creat¡ng a new des¡gn is to understand
what it is being created.

Fo¡lowing the five processes was the development of a lypology of walls. This occurred ¡n order to search out all the poss¡b¡l¡t¡es of what walls
could be, and what do they mean to Landscape Arch¡tecture- S¡nce wall types are hard to be defined because they are large¡y dependent on a
particular persons thought process and are used to order exper¡ence, I decided to create a landscape typology reflective of my interpretat¡ons of
wall types and the spaces and exper¡ences I believe they create. Building a typology answers the question what types of walls are there? And
more specif¡cally, what is happening in ouÍ own urban context?

After bu¡lding the wall typology, it was now poss¡ble to apply these, and search them out around the city of W¡nn¡peg. Walls in W¡nnipeg are
as important as anywhere in the world, and as a result, two trãnsect linês were developed and cut through W¡nnipeg at a reg¡onal scale.
Metaphorical to physical, walls ¡n Winn¡peg demonstrate some of the positive deta¡ls of our urban landscape as well as some of the more
negative. The existence ofthese walls, create the cultural, environmental and structural condit¡ons that shâpe our suround¡ngs- The transect
through Winnipeg will hopefully show that we can f¡nd a var¡ety of urban elements in our own ne¡ghbourhoods. They w¡ll sometimes be hidden,
they sometimes should not be seen, sometímes will not notice them, and sometimes they may totally overpower us but they do create the
spaces that suround us.

ln order to establ¡sh a bas¡s for des¡gn and provide a rich framework for th¡s practicum, background research for th¡s document was performed
from both historica¡ and theoretical frameworks through the rev¡ew of relevant l¡terature. The means of developing a theoret¡cal framework for the
practical app¡¡cation of this study was found in and explored ¡n the idea of placemak¡ng and arch¡tectural deconstruction, which was cons¡dered



throughout the research' lcons and symbols were developed in order to create a visual language of walls for the analysis of each site. These
icons and symbols helped to decipher what was existing on the site, what characteristics were important for the success of the new wall, and
fìnally, what the wall would look like.

The final stage to the body of work was to demonstrate how the icons and symbols could be used to aid in a design solution. A limited number of
the sites from the winnipeg transect were chosen, and then their location, cunent materiality, cunent characte¡ current potential, as well as usage
was looked at' The question then to be asked here is, what if the walls themselves could change? How would that inlurn change the spaces? How
would the spaces then change how we act, think, and tive?
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SUPPORT

"Walls provide structural and textural design opportunities. They strongly
affect mircoclimate by absorbing sun and radiating warmth or providing
shade and dampness. Walls can be homes for vegetation. They
have diverse social and cultural uses in cities in particular as surfaces
for communication. Walls can be conceived of as backdrops onto
which images may be portrayed, words written or dramas and games
played out. Walls can also be obscure, intimate, obstruct and threaten,
especially if too high or used unnecessarily in desigrì"1Dee 7z¡.
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Develop the Wall

According to The Canadian Oxford Paperback Dictionary,

Wall. n...a continuous and usu. vertical structure of little thickness in proportion to its length
and height, enclosing, protecting, or dividing a space of supporting a roof...a vertical rock
face, such as one that lies exposed on the steep side of a mountain-, or one excavated in a
quarry or mine...a thing or groups of things serving as an obstacle or barrier...an immaterial
thing resembling a wall in terms of its imposing nature or in its ability to isolate or protect (a
wall of secrecy).

Wall. v.tr...surround, fortify, or enclose with or as if with a wall or walls...block, seal, or close
with a wall...confine or enclose within a sealed space.

(The Canadian Ortord Paperback Dictionary 11BS).

lntroduction

Landscape architecture consists of studies of history and outside factors that have shaped an area. The whole of the design
is achieved when it is suitable to the location, cultural background, users, and on a wider scale, to its role in an overall plan.
Landscape architecture creates spaces to be experienced, which are directly related to the external world. These experiences
then provide the opportunities to venture out into the unfamiliar, in order to experiment with the unknown. lt is only then that
learning and growth can take place; about ourselves and about the world we live in.

Walls exist as a part of landscape architecture. They enclose us, and then set us free. Walls are important to the landscape
structure, and as space defìning elements, they shape us as well as our landscapes. They define how people live in their
everyday spaces: movement, direction and even emotion come into play. As designers, we should always consider the needs
of the people in our communities in order to create valuable experiences and offer opportunities to engage in our environments.
Our landscape spaces should provide opportunities for interaction. They should create a conversation between people and
places, as well as between one space and another. Because of this, it is the Wall which is the common space-defining element
that stands between people and places, directing and organizing what type of conversations will take place. Walls are an
essential part of Landscape architecture.
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Walls are not only important because of the functions they perform, but also because of their close association and interaction
with the sunounding landscape. They are also important because of the landscapes' link to the first form of human text, before
signs and symbols were invented (Spirn 15). ln the past, clouds and sun told tales of the weather, caves told of shelter, and
vegetation told of food. All of these natural landscape texts told of current conditions and because of this, they became a
spoken language. As prominent as the spoken language was however, it makes sense in the present-day architecture to
use a language with greater visual understanding. Recreating a visual language directly related to Walls could establish a
methodology, a way of describing and ídentifying more particular landscape spaces in order to discuss the Walls in design terms
and for the implementation of new design strategies. The question and problem then remains , "Can t create a visual language
related to Walls in our landscapes"? Furthermore, "Will it be enough to aid designers in the creative process for developing
new walls in their design solutions"? And finally, "Witl these Watts be aestheticatty pteasing as well as functional, benefiting the
existing urban environment as well as the people in it"?

Why does it matter?

Walls are of immense importance conceptually and physically in landscape design. They support diverse human uses and have
important experiential and cultural meanings. Walls are essential to the way we think about our landscapes, the way we behave
on that land, and the way we expect our land to look. They are also important because, many of them are valuable spatial
components, which are often neglected or ignored by the public and by designers. Walls can create potentially vibrant social
environments. They shelter from openness and exposure, determining where people sit and relax. For example, because of
walls, a landscape structure is formed, an ordering device is produced, and an important display of continuity can be developed.
Furthermore, the creation of a visual language of Walls can act as a tool for analyzing an existing site and reinventing the Wall
so that it becomes a natural part of that specific place.

What types are there?

Walls appear in many forms, shapes and sizes. These different types of Walls however, are often hard to define because
they are largely dependent on an individual person's perspective and are used to order experience. Typology is a method
of classifìcation where classes are formed around one particular element. Each item related to the particular element is then
analyzed and organized into the classes it is most related to. For myself, I am creating a landscape typology reflective of
my interpretations of types of Walls, Walls being that one particular object, and the many different types of Walls are the
classes. Each object, such as fences and gates, will then be analyzed and organized into the three particular classes that will
be discussed later on in the document. I am not only creating a typology reflective of the types of Walls, but by doing this,
I will be better able to study the spaces and experiences I believe they create. This form of classification creates simplified
and approximate results since these Walls may not be defined using concrete facts about our landscape as found in the
literature. This may be considered a weakness in the analysis however, it really means that there must be minimal overlap
of the categories formed in order for the classification to be accurate. Furthermore, I believe that because of this weakness,
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the methodology can be somewhat flexible, and the results can be targeted and reflective of whatever subject matter is being
discussed. Regardless, it is a way of seeing real spaces, the way that real people experience them.

Building a landscape typology is not only valuable for determining what types of Walls exist in the landscape, but it can also be
used as a planning tool for the analysis and comparison of existing walls in our landscape. Analyzing and comparing walls can
aid in determining how many different types of walls can perform the same tasks but appear entirely different. Moreover, it can
help us develop a framework for future reference.

The role of representation in design

Developing a typology that identifies various types and ideas about Walls creates a way of representing Walls in a type of design
language. Designers often utilize metaphorical symbols and ideas to present design solutions. For example, a bench does not
have to be just a bench, it can exist as part of a long, weaving serpentine wall as Antonio Gaudi created in the park Guell, in
Barcelona. This is a seating area that is filled with a colourful tile mosaic, where the view overlooks the city, and where every
part of the seated area creates a different view and a new perspective. ln this practicum, representation, in the form of icons
and symbols, will become an important tool and form of visual language that could be used to inform new designs of walls.

What can walls do?

Walls offer a variety of ways in which they contribute to the spatial organization of the landscape. They have the ability to create
spaces that determine how we spend our time and how we will interact with one another, as well as with nature. For example,
they have the ability to not only stop people and things 'in their tracks', but also to defìne spaces, direct daily occurrences and
create movement. As a result, Walls function as edges or boundaries, barriers, corridors, as well as enclosures. ln doing so,
they perform as important space defìning elements, creating landscape structure and organizing the places we call home. By
identifying the various types of Walls that exist in our urban landscapes, we may be able to see beyond the often narrow-minded
view of what Walls are and re-expose ourselves to the possibilities of what Walls can be. By doing this we may begin to utilize
greater design skills to create truly great outdoor spaces.
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Studying the Wall

Scotland and the Wall

As I began to research and study the idea of the Wall, I began to realize how important they were in the landscape, but how little they
were thought of by the people who benefìted from them. I knew this, because of looking around my own city. At fìrst glance I could not
see many walls at all - beautiful or decrepit. I was not sure how I was going to study them in Winnipeg if there was nothing catching my
eye. As luck would have it, I was accepted to study in Edinburgh, Scotland for a study term, and I knew that my problems and concerns
could be put aside. I knew that I would not have any trouble fìnding walls full of history and character in Europe. As it were, I discovered
an abundance of beautiful walls, rich in history, and full of strength, and solid in form. I noticed them everywhere, a common element in

the old cities, that has transended into the newer cities. As a element for studying however, I was beginning to notice that there was too
much of this type of wall, this beautiful, solid structure. I wanted more variety, different types of this landscape element that were less
like the walls we think of everyday. This is when I began looking into the many different types of walls and what types of landscapes
resulted because of them. ln Europe, as well as in Winnipeg, it became apparent that the placement of a wall created different types
of spaces with different functions. ln Edinburgh, I searched for elements which had the ability to stop or restrict my movement, that
appeared to separate and divide pieces of land. I also searched for characteristics present on the walls which were less common from
one space to another, adding visual intrigue or questions of tenitoriality.

Being in Europe opened my eyes to the importance of creating beautiful, well crafted, and aesthetically pleasing landscape elements.
These walls not only visually appearling, but they contributed to creating a sense of place through their unique character and the quality
of their design. All of the walls discovered in Europe acted as the precendent for looking at and discovering walls in Winnipeg, as well
as, in the rest of ths document. lt gave me the opportunity to work on site analysis and research skills, as well as improve the quality of
my designs skills by observing the varieÇ of well crafted landscape elements. Being in Europe also helped me see the variety of walls
in the landscape because I feel that they were more easily identifìed and/or utilized then in my own city. lt appeared very apparent how
the landscapes were organized and divided.

Winnipeg Transect

Realizing the importance of the Walls in the European urban environment, and the importance of creating a sense of place in a
community, it seemed important to search for and identify these things with my own city of Winnipeg, Manitoba in order to compare,
contrast and discover if these types of landscape elements existed in the same way here in Canada.

Walls in Winnipeg are as important as anywhere in the world. lf they have a specific function and contribute to the overall character of
a space, they can help to create a sense of place within a community. They can also help to defìne how people will move and function
within that community. Two transect lines were developed and cut through Winnipeg at a regional scale. Metaphorical to physical,

Walls in Winnipeg demonstrate some of the positive details of our urban landscape, as well as some of the negative. They exit as artful
paintings, but also as crumbling, decaying blockades. The existence of these Walls, creates the cultural, environmental and structural
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cond¡tions that shape our surroundings.

Through careful analysis of the transected sites, the existing Walls have shown that we can fìnd a variety of different urban elements
right in our own neighbourhoods. They are sometimes hidden, sometimes they should not be seen, they are sometimes not noticed,
and they sometimes overpower us. Regardless, they do create our spaces. A small number of the transected walls will be analyzed
further as part of the fìnal design program.
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Hardian's Wall drawn by authot

Map of Hadian's Wall drawn by
author

Processes That Greate Walls

ln order to create new Walls in urban landscapes, we must fully understand the Walls from our past. Once we understand
what types of processes have contributed to the creation of Walls, we may begin to comprehend why and how they have
performed as boundaries, barriers and corridors. Only then will we understand enough to engage others in a discussion,
and create a comprehensive visual language about Walls.

There are many different ways a Wall may be influential to a community. lt may be because of its grand physical form or
because of its strategic location. I may also be influential because of its beauÇ or its decrepit state, or because it provides
a backdrop for artistic expression. A Wall however, is not only influential because of what it represents today, but because
of how and why is was originally formed.

There are fìve processes that contribute to the creation of Walls. These processes discuss the creation of many influential
Walls in the present and in the past and include political, natural, transportation, social, and industrial processes.

Political Processes

Political circumstances have contributed to some of the most influential walls ever constructed. Social and political
struggles however, have not, and cannot be contained or excluded by them. These walls may appear insignificant, but
fears, insecurities, power, and control exist because of a Wall. On the other hand, the Wall may exist because of them.
For instance, Walls have been constructed to keep particular people both in and/or out of a community, enforcing a division
between cultures. As a result, this may facilitate oppression, insecurity and rage. Many of these structural walls arê still
standing today, but why do they remain in certain communities around the world? lf the construction of Walls has caused
so much anguish, then why have we let these remnants exist on the land, and why in so many places are these Walls being
taken care of, cherished and even repaired? The following sections will discuss such walls, including Hadrian's Wall, the
Western Wall, the Great Wall of China, and the Berlin Wall. I will begin by discussing Hadrian's Wall.

Hadrian's Wall

One example of a remaining Wall is Hadrian's Wall. This structure supported a system of defences along the northern
frontier of Britain. Fully completed in stone c AD 163, Hadrian's Wall extended for seventy{hree miles, from Wallsend in
the east to Bowness in the west. The Wall was to be built 10 Roman feet wide and 15 Roman feet tall from Newcastel to
the lrthing. However, the original wall was built from turf with a wooden platform and was 20 Roman feet wide, stretching
from the lrthing to the Solway (Dobson & Breeze 3). The final wall was later completed in stone.
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Hadrian's Wall was constructed by the Roman Emperor Hadrian. Around 55 4.D., Britain was conquered during the
Claudian invasion by the Roman Emperor Claudius. Some eighty years later the Emperor Hadrian came to power and
found that Roman Britain was still uncontrolled and in disorder (Dobson & Breeze 2-3). He decided to give the province a
firm, visible, controlled frontier marking where Rome ended and the uncontrolled 'barbarians', also known as the Brigantes
tribe, began (Dobson & Breeze 2-3). This controlled frontier was created in part because of Hadrian's Wall.

Hadrian's Wall itself was not so much a fighting platform as a method of control. Essentially, it was an elevated patrol track
and an observation and warning system, that according to James Forde-Johnston, the author of The buitding of Hadrian,s
Wall,lhe Wall "was mostly an unmistakable mark on the ground that here was the frontier of Roman Britain; to attack this
was to attack the mighÇ Roman Empire and risk retribution of fearful scale' (p. 59). Hadrian's Wall contained regularly
spaced Roman mile intervals and along it were fortified gateways. Surveillance over the ground north of the Wall would be
carried out from the towers, so that attempts at unauthorized crossings would be foreseen and prevented.

When the Romans decided to build the Wall it was to enforce their power and control over the warring people in the region,
the Brigantes. The people from this tribe were mainly farmers, tending to crops along with herds of catfle and sheep. The
Brigantes lived in small villages and farmsteads with one or two fields. As farmers, the existence of Hadrian's Wall would
have divided their territory and land, and altered their movement. Specifìcally, fields would have been divided and areas for
cattle and sheep grazing would have changed. ln the end, the Brigantes tribe was forced to reside strictly to the north of
the Wall, remaining on the outside of Roman Britain.

The Venerable Bede (AD 672-735) was the first historian to mention Hadrian's Wall in the post-Roman period, in his Hrsfo¿a
Ecclesiastica Genfls Anglorum (Forde-Johnston 186). ltwas not until some 850 years laterthat Hadrian's Wall became
a point of interest and made its way into English history. Several works were published with information on the Wall in
the early 1600's, 1700's, and 1800's, but itwas not untilthe middle of the 19th century that pilgrimages began featuring
Hadrian's Wallwith the first one beginning in 1849 (Forde-Johnston 187). These pilgrimages became the justifìcation for
people to take in the beauty of the country and view the physical and biological features that intrigued many botanists and
geologists (Forde-Johnston 190). Later on the pilgrimages became a regular feature of Wall studies.

Conclusion

Built by the Roman Empire, Hadrian's Wall cut across the landscape in order to enforce power over the people of Britain.
The Romans saw the people from northern Britain as unruly and 'barbarian like' and Hadrian's Wall formed a physical
barrier, separating the people from their lands and enforcing the notion of Rome's superiority and power. Today, the Wall
remains as a historical reminder on the landscape. Although many people do not know of its origin, they may look upon it
as a unique and mighty structure full of intrigue and curiosity.

Hadrian's Wall drawn by author
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Westem Wall, lsrael drawn by
author

Prayer at Westem Wall drawn by
author

Over the years, the historical age of Hadrian's Wall has been revealed through the crumbling of stone, the shifting of ihe
land, and the retreating of political forces. Hadrian's Wall has been deconstructed by the intersecting of roads, and by local
farmers. The once - perfectly intact wall has been extremely well preserved in many places and might look much like it did
around the time of construction. lt still divides the land, but does not restrict the movement of people. Other places in the
Wall however, have fallen, decayed and eroded, much like the Roman Empire did so many hundreds of years ago. For
some, Hadrian's Walls is nothing but an element that is a thing from the past, while others come across the globe to see
this symbol of power and strength. One thing is for certain however, it remains a historical symbol of how political power
can enforce restrictions over the land and its people. Furthermore, Hadrian's Wall demonstrates how cultures were formed
and changed because of the the visible divider across England and Scofland.

The following section will examine the Western Wall found in the Old City in Jerusalem. This Wall has been involved in a
great deal of religious and political controversy in the past, and is still controversial today.

The Western Wall

The Western Wall is a structure more than 100 metres wide and about 20 metres high. Large blocks of stone are revealed
at the base of the Wall and many of them contain visible inscriptions in Hebrew, while others are painted on or engraved.
Displayed above the stones are three sections of masonry with sections dating back to a number of ancient eras (lnstitute
for Palestine Studies 15).

The Western Wall in the midst of the Old City in Jerusalem is the section of the Western
supporting wall of the Temple Mount which has remained intact since the destruction
of the Second Jerusalem Temple (70 C.E.). lt became the most sacred spot in Jewish
religious and national consciousness and tradition by virtue of its proximity to the Western
Wall of the Holy of Holies in the Temple, from which, according to numerous sources, the
Divine Presence never departed. lt became a center of mourning over the destruction
of the Temple and lsrael's exile, on the one hand, and of religious - in 20th century
also national - commun¡on with the memory of lsrael's former glory and the hope for
its restoration, on the other. Because of the former assoc¡ation, it became known in
European languages as the'Wailing Wall'. (http://mosaic.tk.net/g-watt.htmt)

The Western Wall, also known as the 'Wailing Wall', is regarded with great holiness because of its relationship to the Second
Temple, and thus to the'Devine Presence'(lnstitute for Palestine Studies 20). As of 1520, the Western Wall became a
permanent feature in Jewish tradition, as the place where 'arranged prayer' took place. lt is not clear why it occurred
during this period, however, two incidences did transpire that may have influenced its documentation: the immigration of the
Spanish exiles into Jerusalem or the Turkish conquest in 1517 (lnstitute for Palestine Studies 20). lt is from that time when
literary sources began to describe it as a place of assembly and prayer for Jews.
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The Recent History

Since the beginning of the 19th century the Jewish population in lsrael has been expanding, and because of the increase
in visitors, the popularity of the Western Wall has grown among Jews. The Wall began to appear in Jewish folkloristic art,
and later in modern art drawings and in literature. Unfortunately, along with its popularity there has also been a great deal
of tension and disagreement between Jewish and Muslim groups.

Throughout the 19th and 20th centuries, there continued to be a disagreement on who should have control of the Western
Wall. A clashing between the Jewish and Muslim groups created most of the commotion. lt seems to have originated with
a Jewish passage which states that, "God's presence is intimately bound up with the actual Temple of Solomon' (lnstitute
of Palestine Studies 24). Because of this, Jews regard this Temple as the holiest of all places, gíving importance to the
Western Wall because it is believed to be part of the Second Temple. Muslims have their own views about the Westem
Wall. lt is their belief that according to history, Jews were driven out of Palestine by the Romans after the destruction of
Jerusalem, and therefore lost all claim to the land. After the Arab conquest, Arabs ruled the country for generations. As
Jews returned to the country they visited the Western Wall freely and regularly without any conflict with the Muslim rulers,
and without ever putting forth any claims to the ownership of the Wall. lt was not until the Balfour Declaration, a declaratíon
of 1917 by British Foreign Minister Balfour supporting the establishment of a "Jewish national home in palestine", that
Jews finally urged the claim over the Wall (lnstitute of Palestine Studies 30). Because Jews did not occupy palestine for
hundreds of years, Arabs ruled the country and had rights over it. lt is this property dispute that Muslims state their claim
to the Western Wall and its surrounding areas. Supposedly, the areas in front of the Western Wall that are frequented by
Jews is not a publíc passage, but passage to the Moghrabi Quarter and the Mosque of Buraq. This area is stated to be
entirely Muslim, leaving little or no ríghts to the Jewish people (lnstitute of Palestine Studies 30). According to Jewish belief
however, this renewed interest in the Western Wall is regarded by Muslims as the first step towards taking over the sacred
area with the hopes of re-establishing a Third Temple in place of the al-Aqsa Mosque (Berkovitz 24). According to Shmuel
Berkovitz, the author of The Temple Mount and the Western Wall in lsraeli Law, Muslims have been so adamant that the
Wall remain as part of their property that, "ln order to defìle the holiness of the Wall for Jews, and to spite them, the Muslims
would smear human excrement, walk their herds by it so as to pollute it with droppings, and throw garbage, ect. onto the
prayer area (24). Today, space has now been cleared and the entire area in front of the Western Wall has been converted
into a large paved open space.

Conclusion

It is amazing how a single static, stone wall can bring people into their happiest and darkest hours. So many groups claim
jurísdiction over the Western Wall. Religious groups, archaeologists, political leaders, and even historians cannot seem to
agree. This Wall stands in the middle of a city, dividing people physically as well as mentally. lts great importance draws
people to it to take part in a celebration of prayer, but at the same time, because of its location, this Wall continues to create
political upheaval and conflict within a multi-ethnic country.
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Great Wall of China drawn by
author

I will now discuss the Great Wall of China and the political processes that created it.

The Great Wall of China

The Great Wall of China was once known as the greatest structure ever built by humans. lts great size and powerful
presence was thought to be a symbol of humans' ability to create great things. The intent for this type of Chinese border
wall was defensive measures (Waldron 18). Warring states built many walls, both between themselves and along the
northem frontier. This was primarily against the nomadic peoples, who were thought of as less 'Chinese' because of their
lack of intensive agricultural practices (Waldron 30). Another theory was developed by professor Owen Lattimore, who
stated that the Chinese also built walls to limit the expansion of people out into the nomadic realm, therefore keeping the
people in and stopping them from migrating out (Waldron 30). Other theorists believed that nomadic peoples attacked
settled societies and this was the reason for the construction of the Great wall.

According to Arthur Waldron, author of The Great Watt of China: From history to myth, walls in Chinese history were the
product of military policy decisions set forth by the Ming Dynasty (1368-1644).

ln the first period the northern frontier was not clearly defined. The Ming placed garrisons
both in the steppe itself and along the steppe mårgin, and began tã'tortify i-mportant
passes. But these defences were not continuous; rather they were dotted ihrough the
whole steppe transition zone, the area from which Ming armies set out into the s-teppe
itself.
After the Ming position in the steppe border was lost at the beginning of the second
period, however, the dynasty began to build walls, initially of earth, ãnd greafly to increase
defensive deployments...ln the third period, wall-building changed toLharacter. Stone
began to be used in addition to earth, and from simple rampãrts, walls at key places
were transformed into elaborate structures having watch-towers and crenellatioñs. This
climax of wall-building, which occurred in the late sixteenth century produced the most
impressive stretches of the 'Great wall' we know today (watdron s7- sB).

Most of the military policies at this time were developed for dealing with nomads. As cultural change shifted howeve¡ so
did the nature of political competition at the Ming court. This lead to the development of more modern military strategies,
but they were not as effective as before. Because of this efficiency, the Mongol threat became unmanageable, leading to
extensive wall-building on the part of the Chinese Government. By the 16th century, this method of nomad exclusion was
fully adopted (Waldron 140).

By the 20th century China began to discard many of the cultural values it had known throughout history and adopted more
Western views (Waldron '194). This included the Western idealized notion of the Great Wall of China as one of the greatest
feats of humankind, which was later reintroduced as the national symbol (waldron 140). unfortunately, by 1g57, anti-28



rightist campaigns attacked all cultural symbols and the cultural revolution, beginning in 1966, destroyed several hundred
kilometers of the Great Wall of China (Waldron 218).

Why restore the Wall?

By the 1970's, the Great Wall was becoming important to the people of China, and people were seeing it as one of the
only structures remaining of China's ancient civilization. Gaining new heights once again, the 1980's saw an innovative
new campaign for restoring the Great Wall and improving the work of preservation. Rebuilding the Wall, surveying it, and
treasuring it became something authentically Chinese, especially in times when other areas of China were in crisis (Waldron
225). The Great Wall of China has served as an ímage of oppression and repressive rule, but at the same time it has been
seen as an important symbol to Chinese history and culture in modern times.

Berlin Wall

The Berlin Wall is probably the most politically controversial wall of our century. Division, enclosure, and exclusion are
consequences of its existence. Dividing East Berlin from West Berlin, the wall cut a country into two. lt was not only
a visual banier but also an impassable physical one as well. lnterestingly, the Wall had varying degrees of thickness,
demarcating the places with the most danger (Elkins 54-55). High walls were strategically placed in areas that were visible
and prominent, while low walls were placed in areas with less importance and with lower population density. The greater
the population, the greater need for control, hence the powerful symbol of the higher, dominating wall. The intent of the
government in building it was to evoke fear in the people of Berlin. Therefore, the more fear instilled in the people, the more
control the government could have over them.

The causes of Berlin's division and the isolation of the city lie at the very heart of the struggle between communism and
the democracy (Dulles, 1972). Essentially, the reasons were political. ln 1944, zones of occupation were set in Germany
following the Second World War and the end of the Nazi Regime. Continued U.S. military presence in Germany and Austria
and the long time struggle between the Soviet Union and the West brought about much tension. ln 1g48, the blockade of
Berlin was developed and the withdrawal of American troops followed, turning the land overto the Russians (Dulles 4-5).
On August 12th, 1961, upon hearing that new methods were being established to restrict movement between East and
West Berlin, many refugees fled to West Berlin. By the next morning, armed factory-militias, police and units of the German
Democratic Republic (GDR) completely sealed off West and East Berlin. As quickly as possible, work began on tearing up
roads and raising a barbed wire fence that would later be transformed into the concrete structure known as the Berlin Wall
(Elkins 54-55). According to T. H. Elkin, author of Berlin: The spatial structure of a divided city, when the Berlin Wall was
erected, lives were turned up-side-down,

Grafitti covered Berlin Wall

Chain4ink Berlin Wall dnwn by
author

Crossrng at Berlin Wall drawn by
author
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Civilian movement between the two parls of the ciÇ was virtually stopped overnight, but
the Grenzganger, who lived in East Berlin but had worked in West Berlin, were obliged
to find new jobs. They had at one time been officially numbered at 56, 300, to which
were added an estimated 20, 000 persons, mostly female, undertaking domestic work or
engaged in a second occupation. The West Berlin building industry was particuarly hard
hit, while the loss of some 8, 000 women workers dealt the West Berlin clothing industry
a blow from which some firms did not recover (Etkins s5).

At the time of its existence, the West side of the Berlin Wall could be described as a freely expressed, colourful, graffiti-
covered wall. The East side of the Wall was somewhat different. With its alarm wires, prowling dogs, floodlights, and
watchtowers, it was more like a barrier buffered by an exclusion zone (Elkins 55). lt remained a cold grey or white concrete
wall. Entering and leaving East Berlín was also not easy. ln 1962, thirty people died trying to cross overthe Berlin Wall
(Hilton 181).

The Berlin Wall was constructed to keep the people of East Berlin controlled despite the fact that East Berliners were
told that the Wall was to defend against external attacks from the "aggressive imperialist forces in the Federal Republic of
Germany (FRG) and in other North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) countries" (Elkins 57). The difficutties and deaths
associated with crossing the Berlin Wall demonstrated the type of control the government created. According to Elkin,

A person entering (and even more padicularly one leav¡ng) must stand in a sort of steel
box, to be interrogated through a security window by an oflcer of the frontier pol¡ce,
and only allowed to proceed when passport and visa details have been checked against
central records (Elkins 55).

Because of the Berlin Wall's formation, assumed German virtues and obedience could remain unbroken, especially in a
time when these virtues were beginning to break down naturally. For example, as a result of the Wall, East Berlin was left
completely controlled, and West Berliners were left feeling insecure and isolated. This feeling remained throughout the
duration of the powerful vertical structure, until its demise in 1990 (Borneman, 1991).

The Berlin Wall was destroyed in June 1990. lt was taken apart rapidly by the people of Berlin and its fall served as the
greatest symbol of the demise of communism. Only a small section of the Wall remains today, but its memory will never be
erased by the people whose lives were affected by it. The small remaining section was left to commemorate the crumbling
of the Wall and to serve as a memorial for the years past and the lives lost (Hilton 181). The Berlin Wall was not constructed
of everlasting stone, nor was it 20 feet tall, but from the day it was erected it was powerful enough to separate a country into
two very distinct and separate cultures.

Conclusion
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Space is experienced directly by having the ability to move within or between it. lf physical baniers are presented in the landscape, people can become segregated
from their lands and from each other. Walls created from political processes such as Hadrian's Wall, The Great Wall of China and the Berlin Wall demonstrate the
oppressive power of a political regime, abruptly separating one space from another. Walls like the Western Wall contain religious as well as political symbolism,
resulting in unsettling conflicts and loss for all people involved. The physical separation of the landscape and the creation of an altered identity and culture are often
the consequence of these powerful political regimes.
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Natural Processes

Walls exist in many forms, with many functions. Walls are not only constructed by humans with bricks and concrete, but
they can also be created by purely natural processes found in ecology. Walls can be found in the form of ecological edges,
boundaries, and corridors, providing distínct habitats for flora and fauna. They can create places of visual richness and
complexity, with texture and movement that change with the place or with the seasons. Walls created by natural processes
can create sheltered areas to look out from as well as areas to look into, but they may also be places to be avoided because
of their ability to form sheltered enclosures. More than anything, natural processes can contribute to the formation of walls
that screen, protect and create opportunities for the creation of landscape spaces.

The human impact on the ecosystem is creating boundaries and edges that are carving up ihe landscape, creating
separation that is leading to the isolation of landscape spaces (Hansen & di Castri, 1992). By this I mean that humans are
cutting through natural areas, making the natural movements of many species to continue. Boundaries and edges however,
can also be a healthy part of natural systems. Whether a boundary's spatial characteristics are meant to be curved or
straight, thick or thin, regular or convoluted, it will influence the flow of nutrients, water, energy, or species along or across
it. By negatively creating walls between important connections, such as river systems, development and natural processes
may not take place, consequently making the relationship between human-made walls and naturally made walls essential.

There are three fundamental levels of landscape experience: biological, cultural and personal (Makhzoumi & pungetti
49). Firstly' people can and do draw upon nature's reactions and adaptations in ecology to demonstrate their own similar
reactions and adaptations in urban systems. ln nature, species have a way of engaging in their environment, making it
possible to survive and function on a daily basis. An example of this can be seen in the natural camouflage of many species,
as well as the natural instincts many animals have at birth. Human also have ways of engaging in urban environments
based on cultural and physical norms and objectives. For example, the clothing many people wear can create a type of
camouflage, that allows people to become part of their environment in order to blend in. Like nature, humans do involve
interactions between organisms and their environments, but they also involve memory traditions, instinct, and policies. To
be more specific, many people interact based on leamed behaviours and laws enforced by a country. Methods of greeting
people are often different from one country to the next, and laws such as only crossing a street at a controlled intersection
may vary from one place to the next. The final level of landscape experience is personal experience, since the aesthetic
quality of landscape is not only individual, but also emotional (Makhzoumi & Pungetti 49). Essentially, we are emo¡onally
involved with our surroundings. Our personal experiences, good or bad, help to influence our personal preferences in the
immediate environment. Regardless of what level of landscape experience is utilized, they all involve the interaction and
adaptation between the organisms and their surrounding environment. lf we create Walls that negatively block natural
interactions from taking place, development and natural processes may not be allowed to flourish.
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Patches

A patch is a wide relatively uniform area that differs from its surroundings. Patches are often large or small rounded
or elongated and straight or convoluted. Their shape and size will determine productivity, biodiversity, soil, and water
production (Forman 43). For example, Over time patches appear and disappear in areas - always changing and shifting.
Environmental patches change slowly, reflecting the stability of the area. Disturbance patches change rapidly, reflecting
the rate of succession and disappear when they become similar with the neighbouring vegetation. Repeated human
disturbances, such as annual tractor ploughing or daily pollution maintain the patch over time. When the disturbances stop,
the succession will take over (Forman 45).

Patch size and shape has major importance to ecology. According to Forman, shape refers to "the form of an area (two-
dimensional) as determined by variation in its margin or border'' (p. 114). Plains tend to have the most compact-shaped
patches but they also have the smoothest boundaries, valley's are average, and slopes are the most elongated patches but
their boundaries are the most complex. The size and shape of the patch determine how populations among species are
subdivided, which will either stabilize the particular species or cause them to suffer local or regional extinction (Forman 219).
Furthermore, as edges and boundaries form around patches they often create the walls that establish how and if species
will move from place to place and what kind of conditions they will live in.

Patches exist in urban environments as well as in nature. As in nature, their size and shape determine productivity, diversity,
structure and surfaces. Residential communities, recreational areas, booming downtowns and shopping and industrial
areas can all be considered human patches. They are always changing their shape and size through urban development
and redevelopment, and are constantly pushing outwards to grow or are being taken over by neighbouring influences. For
example, as a population grows a city may be forced to accommodate the growing need for housing by adding on to existing
communities or entirely new communities may be formed. These areas are sunounded by walls in the form of edges and
boundaries that divide them from other patches and shape the patches we live in.

Boundaries and Edges

A boundary differentiates the insiders from the outsiders with controlled crossings (Hansen & di Castri 57). Furthermore, the
boundary itself may not exhibit characteristics like the neighbouring ecosystems. For example, an open field may contain
a strip of trees that is not found anywhere else near by. Absolute boundaries or barriers, such as rock cliffs, are rare in
nature but filters, such as groups of trees, are more common. They can act like walls affecting movement and the rate of
movement within an area. A variety of species use edges and/or boundaries to move along or across, but these boundaries
may also act as barriers or walls, and filters to their movement. Other similar areas may perform like walls and are simply
avoided or the species are decreased in number because the spaces may be too open and wildlife may feel unprotected.
These natural areas include animal made trails, grasslands, power lines, ect. Streams or rivers also act as boundaries and
are constantly threatened by water flow manipulation, fishing, pollution and erosion.
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Scenic views are often dominated by edges. ln parks, boundaries may act as walls to human overuse. Three mechanisms
produce vegetation boundaries in the landscape. First is a patchy physical environment, such as a mosaic of landforms.
Next are natural disturbances including wildlife, and weather phenomenons. Last are human activities, such as clear cutting
and development for housing. Additionally, activities can sharpen these existing types of walls, increasing the contrast in
the landscape (Forman 83).

Within natural processes there are hard and soft landscape boundaries. Hard boundaries exist between a forest and a
cultivated fìeld or between a river systems and the dam (Forman 84 & 90). Because they are abrupt, they may not leave
the opportunity for many different species to move between two areas, leaving limited opportunities for vegetation and
animals, and creating walls preventing movement because of them. The larger the edge or boundary howeve¡ the greater
opportunities for the movement of species, wind and water (Forman 90). For this reason it is soft edges and boundaries
that are often the areas rich in plants and where animal life is possible. They may contain varying degrees of softness, and
it is in these areas where the greatest amount of species movement occurs. These hard and soft landscape boundaries are
dependent on the boundaries between soil types, where the contrasting chemistry of the soil provides a range of conditions
in that space, suitable for rich plant life (Forman 84 & 90).

Humans can also experience boundary-type Walls in their environment. Transportation networks, such as roads, can cut
off and divide urban spaces. Walls of traffic can become a great burden for people to make their way across, restricting
their movements and their interactions with one another. Other human made boundaries; such as fences, divide spaces
and prevent natural movement. This prevents interactions between people and their environments.

Functions of boundaries

Boundaries and edges can be places with visual richness. They are often surrounded by different types of vegetation and
provide screening from wind and sun in open areas. They also change with the seasons, move with the wind and create
inside, and outside places by dividing spaces.

Boundaries defìne patches, and the patchiness is what produces uniform areas. As Boundaries, these types of walls define
the inside space from the outside. They are found in various shapes and sizes, and are a source of biodiversity where
increased patch size results in an equally increased number of species in the surrounding boundary. The number of edge
species does level off however, resulting in large amounts of common as well as multi-habitat types of species (Forman 96)
Because of this, edge species may play an ímportant role in species evolution (Forman g7).

Boundaries are also important because some species use specific plants to aid in moving across landscapes. For example,
thorny shrubs may inhibit larger mammals from crossing an area. Also, some edges produce an abundance of flowers
attracting pollinators or may produce fruit attracting certain fruit eating species.

Moving Boundaries
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Boundaries are contínuously influenced from opposite sides and opposing forces. These influences include wind, water,
succession, and time of year, and alter the state of the boundary. Fixed boundaries, those that remain in once place, are
often the effect of human interaction and control over the environment. For example, humans can control where plants will
grow or if they will grow at all. Even then, boundary movement is affected by wind, fire, and plant growth. The tendency
is that when patch shape changes, so does the boundary around it. Boundaries are places of activity where flows and
interactions take place (Forman 111).

Corridors

Nature creates conidors that are curved in streams, ridges, and animal trails, and are continuous and free flowing (Forman,
1995). Humans create conidors that are straight in roads, power lines, ditches and walking trails, and they are often hard
to maintain. Corridors are strips that differ from their surroundings. They provide biodiversity protection; enhance water
management through flood control; create windbreaks and prevent decertification; provide recreational opportunities and
greenspace management; provide crossing points, movement, direction and protection for wildlife; and provide movement
routes for species in isolated areas (Forman 145).

What does the corridor do?

Corridors perform five functions in the landscape: habitat, conduit, fìlter, source and sink (Forman 148-149). First, a corridor
is a habitat when species use it for their food source, and for shelter. Next, conduit function is in action when objects move
along it. Third, the corridor becomes and wall and a filter when objects are inhibited from crossing between two patches.
Forth, the source function is an area where species move from the conidor towards neighbouríng patches. Finally, sinks
are areas that absorb objects such as when wind blown snow accumulates (Forman 148-149). Like patches, corridors can
change with the seasons, the years and in succession. By performing these fìve functions, corridors create many different

Çpes of walls in the landscape by opening up spaces and exposing nature. This type of exposure however, can create
good and bad situations in nature such as being vulnerable and easily seen by predators

Corridor Examples

Natural corridors effectively allow for movement and can change in the landscape with their shape and size. They can
also prevent movement by exposing wildlife in open spaces, making them vulnerable to dangerous predators and weather
phenomenon. Many different types of natural corridors can occur, and along with them exist many human made corridors
that also create the same types of walls in our environments. These two types of corridors will be illustrated in the following
paragraphs.

Trails and power lines result primarily from of human activities, such as hiking, and natural ecosystems are frequently
damaged by these human-made trail systems. On the other hand, power lines are human-made corridors that are
frequented by common and edge species as useful transportation routes and food sources. More positive design
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interventions by humans, such as boardwalks and bridge systems, can be used to protect and mitigate the impact on these
natural areas.

Human built transportation systems have cut across urban and rural landscapes providing corridors for movement and flow,
but they have also created dangerous conditions. They allow motor vehicles to travel in excess of 100 km/h developing
life threatening conditions for pedestrian and wildlife crossings and general travelling. The large amount of traffic in natural
areas create immense noise, keeping species, such as deer, and people away from necessary crossing points. An example
of such a crossing point may involve a roadway separating a water source, such as a river, from a food source, such as a
forest.

Windbreaks, hedgerows and woodland corridors

Hedgerows were originally created to keep livestock in or out of a farmer's field. Woody strips were used to identify
boundaries between farms and windbreaks, providing protection against the wind. Windbreaks tend to be planted to protect
the crop and the farmstead with shelter from the wind, while hedgerows separated spaces with one or a few trees or a few
shrubs (Forman 177). Various treelines are natural baniers and are often planted to decrease wind onto roads or between
open areas. Predominantly, hedgerows and windbreaks are major corridors to which edge species take over.

Human windbreaks can be found in using natural elements such as vegetation, but it can also occur using buildings as
baniers, bounding pedestrian corridors and providing protection. Further protection can occur through the construction of
walls that can be found between transportation corridors and residential areas or along walkways.

Water corridors

River corridors are by far the most dynamic place in many landscapes. Waters flow, organic matter grows, and fish
populations exist. lt is a corridor where huge amounts of water and particles move through it, and extensive animal and
human activities affect it and are affected by it (Forman ). Water can be a type of conidor or a type of boundary. lt can
separate two patches or land masses, and it can be an area where species typically accelerate or slow down. Here,
there tends to be landscape resistance associated with the water bodies. For example, water can have power over the
landscape, carving up banks of rivers and washing out land from shoreline edges.

Not only do water bodies restrict movement for wildlife, but they do the same for humans. Architectural layouts, designs
and planning are all affected by water. They act as crossing points but also as Walls. Communities can be contained by the
edge of a rive¡ separated from the other side where different cultures may emerge. Bound by a wall of water, communities
often identify themselves by what surrounds them. For example, if the community is surrounded by the crescent of a
river, the community may not experience many people from outside the community because of the difficult access into the
community.

Humans have also adapted to water corridors in urban systems. We cannot fly or take great leaps but we have made
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adaptations through the construction of bridges that link two pieces of land across water; boats that provide access along
and across land by floating on water; and air travel that has allowed humans to cross water barriers, creating connections
around the world.

Conclusion

Ecological edges and boundaries provide distinct habitats for flora and fauna and are a place of visual richness and
complexity. They can be a sheltered place to look out from and a place to look into. They can be a great wall with texture
and movement that changes with the seasons. Natural processes may create places that are restricted and avoided by
some wildlife and humans, but they can also create places that screen, protect and provide opportunity. These natural walls
are essential to the survival of ecological systems.

These natural barriers and edges contain important life sources in the vegetation and natural features. They are not only
important to rural and wild landscapes, but also to our urban areas as well. They are important because they provide
texture, seasonal change, noíse filters, climate filters, community boundaries, green spaces, and areas for wildlife in general
are all created because of natural boundaries, barriers, edges, and corridors; because of these Çpes of walls. These Walls
become part of our urban landscape and they create important spaces in our everyday lives.
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Transportation Processes

Our landscapes are surrounded by and are contained by various types of walls. These walls become significant organizers
of landscape spaces and dominant fìgures in our daily lives. By organizers, I mean that they help defìne and physically
separate our spaces: they tell the parts of the whole where to go. These walls can be created through transportation
processes that develop boundaries, barriers, and create isolation and segregation in our environments. These walls
interrupt movement, produce psychological barriers, define space, divide and physically organize, and can be found in the
form or roads, railway lines, rivers and streams.

ln our modern age, the common perception is that transportation has given us the ability to move freely and live more
effìciently. Transportation systerns take us where we want to go, and take us further than we ever thought possible. For
example, boats allow us to cross bodies of wateç and airplanes take us to the other side of the world. Our lives however,
have become more controlled and regulated than ever before. Our efficient vehicles have affected the way we think,
imagine and organize information. These transportation systems have completely redefìned the boundaries of our cities.
Extending for miles and miles outside of the main core of our urban environments, roadways, watenvays, freeways and
railways carry us further and further away into sprawling neighbourhoods creating walls across our landscapes, affecting
how we live.

Evolution of Transportation

With the exception of the invention of the wheel, common urban transportation systems began with horse drawn carríages
in the 1800's, followed by horse drawn buses and streetcars by the mid-1800's. A string of technological innovations
followed in Europe, ending the horse drawn streetcar and introducing the automated streetcar, bus, carriage, and subway
(Weigelt, Gotz & Weiss 8). ln America, the invention of pubic transit, rail lines and finally the automobile, allowed the middle
class person the opportunity to buy homes out in the suburbs and travel back and forth from home to work with ease.
The innovation of the privatized automobile was probably the most influential mode of transportation, which also caused
dramatic consequences for cities around the world. As cities grew in North America, so did the specific goal of assuring
car access and movements. The result of car demands created cities that were unprecedented in scale and pattem: large
amounts of paved open space devoted to roadways and parking lots with buildings accessible by various distances. These
unforeseen results created changes in our landscapes and the walls that now surround us. Moshe Safdie, author of The
City After the Automobile stated that with the automobile:
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Every physical premise of the traditional disappeared: continuous pedestrian circulation;
a well-defined and habitable public domain; and the entire array of architectural details on
buildings and streets - door frames, entry mouldings, window sills, steps, lamps, benches,
trees, and all. The new form addressed the issue of vehicular access and parking, but did
not replace or reinvent other aspects of urban life that had been inscribed into the older
city grid over its history (safdie & Kohn 5-6).

The automobile changed the shear scale and pattern of cities but also changed the limits that once defìned the city.
Boundaries were far outside of walking city centres, and so the dependence on mobility only increased. There are negative
impacts on our cities because of the roads or corridors created to move the automobile, and they are basically dividing
up our cities and negatively affecting how we behave and move on the land. For example, since Walls defìne space and
interrupt movement, it appears as if our current transportation systems have contributed to the development of walls in our
landscapes.

Despite many studies reporting the negative impacts of the automobile on our cities and on the people that reside within
them, many cities today depend on transportation to keep them alive and moving. Many people love their cars and are
oblivious to any negativity associated with them. They do not notice that walls are being created all around them, directing,
defìning and separating their daily actions and social interactions.

SocialProcesses
Streets, Traffic and the Pedestrian

Our machines and road systems have completely redefìned the boundaries of our cities. A boundary differentiates the
insiders from the outsiders, but also controls their crossings. This becomes more and more evident as private automobiles
use about 30 times more road space for each person than if that same person took any number of public transportation
methods (Weigelt, GoE & Weiss 1). This tells us that not only are streets getting wider, but also that places for pedestrians
to walk safely are disappearing. At one time, walking to work, school, or to meet friends was the norm. Walking and even
public transportation allows opportunities for things a car cannot provide. For instance, walking allows opportunities to meet
people, experience the unexpected, such as meeting new people or changes in the weather; see things that were not seen
the day before, such as the development of new vegetation or a new building; and appreciate what the urban environment
has to offer. The scale of some cities long overpasses the scale of the individual in it. As cities stretch out for miles and
miles, people can no longer walk these vast distances allowing us less contact with other people. We are creating walls
of distance, and walls inhibiting daily movement. ln addition, Walls blocking our social developments are occuning. For
example, as people have less contact with other people as a result of the automobile, people no longer know who their
neighbours are or what types of people live in their communities. As a result, the privately owner automobile has been given
the priority over relationships with others and it is becoming harder and harder to get where we need to go.
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The widening of our streets ¡s actually hazardous to the people attempting to cross them. From the endless lanes
of traff¡c, parked cars, veh¡cle speeds and the short length of time g¡ven to pedestrians to make the¡r cross¡ngs, ¡t ¡s
surpris¡ng that there are not more acc¡dents on our streets. A barr¡er such as this acts l¡ke a wall between people and
their destination. There are cons¡derable problems between veh¡cles and pedestrians. There ¡s often confusion between
veh¡cle and pedestrian movement; traffic s¡gnals create vehicular trafi¡c on the road and pedestrian traff¡c on the sidewalk;
there is ¡nsufficient space for movement; lack of safety from deserted streets: lack of places for sitting and conversing; poor
ma¡ntenance of roadways and s¡dewalks; lack of weather-related protect¡on; and finally, over-scaled streets (Department
of Transportat¡on 67). This d¡scourages pedestrian usage because of excessive widths and overwhelming physical scale.
Furthermore, ¡n many mega c¡t¡es ¡ike Los Angeles, Mex¡co C¡ty and Bangkok, air quality degradat¡on has reached levels
h¡gh enough to affect human l¡fe (Safd¡e & Kohn 130). For example, in many large cities peopte are develop¡ng asthma
and other breathing related ¡llnesses and are being forced to wear masks to filter out unwanted pollution. Desp¡te efforts by
local govemments, the amount of traff¡c congestion and pollution has not decreased since people cleverly f¡nd ways around
the laws- ln fact, dr¡ving daily continues. ln many places, public transportation is thought to be less luxurious and a waste
of time, therefore contr¡buting to the walls of pollution and congest¡on that exist.

Desp¡te how ¡t seems, not al¡ cities have ¡gnored the problems associated w¡th traffìc, and transportat¡on. Some c¡ties have
always placed importance on areas that put pedestrians f¡rst or they have created newly zoned areas mak¡ng 'pedestrians
only' restrictions. Many European c¡ties have estâb¡ished these pedesbiân only zones ¡n the centres of medieval c¡ties.
The scales of these areas were not bu¡lt to accommodate vehicles, but they do accommodate the appropr¡ate scale of
pedestrian movement, mak¡ng them ideal for 'pedestr¡an only' zones. They also conta¡n detailed architectural elements as
well as a var¡ety of cafes, shops, marketplaces and outdoor seating appropriate to the regions climate (Wanen 57). North
American c¡t¡es were not bu¡lt under the same conditions as European cit¡es, but ¡t does not mean that they cannot leam
from well working c¡t¡es, and adapt elements to the appropriate cond¡t¡ons. Many cit¡es l¡ke Toronto and M¡nneapolis have
establ¡shed pedestr¡an malls, which are either pedestr¡an only or are shared w¡th lim¡ted vehicles access. These pedestrian
friendly streets have become highly successful because ofthe number of people util¡zing the spaces- Furthermore, these
h¡ghly populated 'walkable pathways'are ¡llustrating that people are choosing to walk within c¡ties, wh¡ch may actually be
helping to revitalize urban centres.

Streets, Automobiles and the Driver

People associate great freedom with the automobile. lt has g¡ven them the opportun¡ty to move from one end of the country
to the other Day or night, fast or slou alone or with company, the vehicle has given us the ability to choose where to go
and how to get there. Unfortunately, the âutomobile has also taken away our sense of freedom, relaxat¡on, and decis¡on-
making ab¡l¡ty. The automobile and the roads they travel on act l¡ke walls, block¡ng us from truly experiencing our lives.
The adventure ¡n our day-to-day act¡v¡ties has been replaced by the mundane ând the repet¡t¡ous. For example, a person
can travel to ând from work each and every day, w¡thout having contact with any other person, or notic¡ng any changed
storefront window or flower¡ng rose. Ihe automob¡le has created anx¡ety and tension in traff¡c Aridlock; the repet¡tious cycle
of searching for park¡ng; and simply the ¡nab¡lity to get where we really want to go (Safdie & Kohn 138). We have been
forced ¡nto a system that is defined by the walls that direct us to where we are go¡ng, whãt we w¡l¡ see, and how we w¡ll see



it. The automobile itself has thus become our barrier, our wall. lt dírects us, and in turn, we follow.

ln her book , Cyber Cities, Christine Boyer argued that touch was directly linked with reason. As a result, the sense of

touch is transferred to the eye, which allows a person to develop reason and locate things in a three-dimensional space
(Boyer 81). Boyer stated that, "ln any event, tactile sensations remind us that the senses are interactive, transferring body

sensitivities into perception" (81). Could it then be considered that everyday automobile drivers rarely fully experience their
real urban environments or the spaces they pass through everyday? Boyer also stated, "The city no longer evokes our

involvement; it has become numbed, speechless, without a story to tell" (Boyer 119). She fìnally continues on to say that,
"As physical experiences decline, our bodies begin to act like puppets with strings that are pulled by somebody else (Boyer

120). From this discussion it appears that even though a wall has not been created in the traditional sense, as a physícal

barrier, the automobile itself can create walls between what people perceive and their real lives.

Physical Processes
Transportation Corridors

Nature creates corridors that are curved in streams, ridges, and animal trails. Humans create conidors such as roads,
powerlines, ditches and walking trails. Buses, cars, trains, boats and people travel along transportation corridors to gain

access to movement, direction, crossing points and distribution routes. We move along them daily as they organize the
way our cities function and develop. This is shown through the networks of roads

What do Transportation Corridors do?

Transportation is in constant motion, and the evolution of transportation has created many types of transportation corridors.

ln a matter of speaking, transportation corridors are much like ecological conidors. As stated previously, ecological

corridors perform fìve functions in the landscape: habitat, conduit, filter, source and sink (Forman 148-149). Conidors in

our urban environments can also be identifìed in the same way. To be more specific, each of the fìve functions can also

be related to transportation. First, habitat is like a patch or a great parcel of land where living things reside, function and

develop. Second, conduit function is in action when objects move along it . Motor vehicles and pedestrians move along

urban roads and pathways, but because of the excessive noise canied along by continuous streams of traffic, retaining

walls and noise barriers are often required to protect residential neighbourhoods. As a result, the driver and the pedestrian

are enclosed in a lifeless, concrete prison wall. Next, the corridor is a filter when objects are inhibited from crossing between

two patches. The pedestrian is often inhibited from crossing busy streets because of the walls of traffìc. Getting from one

side of the road to the other can often be a dangerous experience. Furthermore, the source function is an area where

species move from the corridor towards neighbouring patches. Automobiles can be considered the source as they travel

along the confìnes of the road network towards particular neighbourhoods and communities. Pedestrians may also engage

in a source as they move from major pedestrian corridors or the sidewalks of busy roadways towards other neighbouring

communities. Finally, sinks are areas that absorb objects (Forman 148-149). The endless array of roadways are constantly

inviting more automobiles onto their paths. From smaller secondary streets onto larger more complex primary streets,
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vehicles are in constant motion. Pedestrians may also engage in a sink function when they move from sparse to denser
areas with greater concentrations of people and resources. Like patches or neighbourhoods, transportation corridors can
change with the time of day, the seasons, the evolution of our transportation, and the evolution of our cities.

Other important transportation corridors includes railways, rivers and streams. Railway systems are very influential
corridors in urban environments. They may not have hundreds of roadways flowing out in every direction, but they can have
many railway lines running the same direction at any given space. Spaces such as railway yards may be several hundred
meters wide and could separate urban neighbourhoods creating segregation and isolation. They essentially create strips
of wastelands or walls between two places or communities. Separation created by watenruay corridors can also segregate
communities despite connectíons made by bridges. The bridges may physically connect two areas, but they may only serve
to funnel traffic through one area to the next. Two separate, distinct, and often isolated communities can and probably will
emerge because of the wall that stands between them.

Creating Patches of Landscape

Great parcels of land are created by the automobile. Particular sizes of city blocks, and commercial strips with parking
are also created because of the vehicular pattem of the automobile. These vehicles have demanded the need for regular
maintenance and growth of roads, highways, freeways, parking lots, smog, congestion and urban sprawl. Urban sprawl
occurs when cities and urban areas begin to spread out, often inhabiting as many people on the outskirts of the city than in
the centre. Cities that experience this will often see a decline in activity and population in the city centres. The patches of
land now rarely take their shape because of any natural rhythms, such as from forest to marshland, or from special features
of the land, such as rock formations or canyons. This means that many of the patches formed today are frequenfly what
remains after transportation corridors have sliced through the landscape and their walls have divided our cities.

Conclusion

Our modern transportation systems have given us more freedom of movement than ever before. We can travel great
distances in short lengths of time and we have our choice of method that we will use to get across these distances. As a
result however, our lives have become more controlled and regulated than ever before. As personal contact lessens, our
need for private space grows outwards from our urban centres. As a result, we are creating walls that separate us from our
communities. Our transportations systems have completely redefined the boundaries of our cities, and the changing urban
form has altered how our cities are developed, organized and how they function. Furthermore, the network of circulation
and movement has created physical and social walls in our landscapes, affecting the way we live physically, socially and
mentally.
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Social Processes

lntroduction

Walls as surfaces and Walls as space defìning elements create opportunities for interaction between people. Walls create
places for the display of local expression and where local values and interests are represented. The same Wall that creates
opportunities for expression however, can also serve as an indicator for territory. These walls in the form of boundaries
and barriers can deliberately segregate and isolate people from one another, which can be the result of fear, control and
desire to create places where local interest is represented. All of these social walls contribute to the development of social
identity.

Social ldentity

Neighbourhoods and their walls create places for local expression to be put on display, but the same wall can also create
boundaries. A boundary is a type of wall and can become part of an identity, with common memories and actions that can
be understood between generations (Newman 80). lt can serve as an indicator as to who belongs in the community and
who does not. Walls can also act as borders that provide normative patterns which regulate and direct interactions between
people of particular social groups. This creates rules for how people interact and how they represent symbolic messages
(Newman 80). As we live in a world that many consider out of their control, people feel the need to create a social identig
through the ¡mplementation of boundaries and the portrayal of power. These types of actions can give people a sense of
security and create a sense of control. The walls created here are not always constraints however, they may also produce
different stages for different actors to live their daily lives upon. An example of this would be, Walls as a backdrop for artistic
expression.

Gafes and Fences

lf spaces are defined by boundaries of ownership, then ownership could be described as one of the most ínfluential factors
determining the physical form of landscape spaces (Low 12). Ownership does not only determine the size and shape of
landscape spaces, but it also determines what those spaces will look like, who will use them, and how they will function.
Each of these landscape spaces contain edges that act as boundaries between public and private landscapes in the form
of gates and fences.

Defining the Gated Community

A gated community is a residential or private development surrounded by walls, such as structural walls, fences or earth
banks (Low 12). This development may be covered with shrubs and bushes, and may have a secured entrance. The
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entrances may be physically operated by guards, or electronically with machines, or they may simply encompass a dominating
presence that differentiates the inside from the outside, such as the entrance into East Berlin, the Unter den Linden. They restrict
access not just to resident's homes, but also to the use of public spaces and services that are contained within the enclosure (Low
12).

Gated communities have been traced back to the first permanent structures built by humans. Ancient walled towns were designed to
protect inhabitants and their property, and restrict entry and exit even during peaceful times (Low 13). These fortifications defended
against humans, but also against evil. ln medieval Europe, priests believed that blessing ciÇ walls would ward off death and
sickness and prevent the threat of overall chaos (Tuan 173). ln the United States, gated or walled communities first originated
for year-round living on family estates, wealthy communities, and resorts like New York's Tuxedo Park (1836) which served as a
hunting and fìshing retreat surrounded by barbed wire fences (Low 14). These communities segregated the rich from the poo¡
creating social walls against members of society. Planned retirement communities were next to follow, centred on golf courses
and recreational amenities. They were age-and-class specifìc and included a particular group of people, such as wealthy, retired
couples. Today there are middle class residential gated communities appearing in all comers of North America. Some of these
have become new towns with schools, shopping centres, commercial areas, parks and recreation. Others with less planned
development, often lacking commercial areas, include only residential homes and recreational development. Despite the level of
development contained in the community, these shared public spaces exist behind walls that are privatized and controlled as a
method of social control (Blakely 125). According to Edward Blakely, author of Fortress America: Gated Communities in the U.S,

Some people are drawn to gates for prestige, image and status. Some are looking for privacy.
Some want to privatize by buying and controlling their own common space and services. Some
want a country club...Some want to protect themselves from crime and traflc. All want control
(Blakely 125).

Exactly what types of things are we trying to keep out by creating walls around our communities? Moreover, what types of
daily processes are we preventing from taking place? ln urban environments, interaction between people is a normal everyday
occurrence. When people are segregated, interactions do not take place as easily, and leaming about different ethnicities,
backgrounds, interests and needs may not occur. Furthermore, by keeping the world out, a distorted view of your surroundings
can be created. For example, while it is true that walls can provide a refuge from people who are perceived as dangerous, these
secluded communities can actually heighten a sense of anxiety and isolation rather than making a person feel more secure (Low
21). According to Blakely, "when people of diverse ethnic and cultural groups live together, conflicts and differences are worked out
and ultimately a more diverse kind of community is formed' (Blakely 227).

ldentifying the Fence

"Good fences make good neighbours," is a phrase once written by the poet Robert Frost (19'14). Many of our landscapes are
contained and created by fences, although we may rarely take much notice of them because they are so common. Like gates, a
fence is also a type of wall. lt can link and it can isolate, it can shape communities, it can stand-alone and divide, but a fence can
also screen and protect. Primarily in today's society, the fence exists to help prevent social conflicts between neighbours. For early
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colonists of New England, the fence was a fundamental element for survival (Dreicer 11). High fences enclosed set¡ements
and protected them from attack. They also enclosed livestock - if left to roam freely, livestock would consume precious
crops or be consumed themselves by wild animals. Native Americans used fences for fortification, where they would hunt
by driving animals into a fence and attack. As settlements increased, the role of the fence evolved, and the wildemess as
a whole was restrained. Fences became the physical boundaries that colonists used to justify and argue their claim to the
land and delineate public and private property (Dreicer 1i ).

Wooden, hedge and stone fences draped the landscape prior to the late 1800's. They were more or less permanent
structures that took a great deal of effort to construct. Barbed wire fences were introduced to American in the late 1g00,s to
the cattle industry creating permeable walls to restrict movement. They were cheap and quick to put up but were not highly
visible, leaving many animals injured by the so-called, "vicious" wire (Jackson 66). Traditional fences were more visible to
animals and were harmless. Their wooden or stone materiality blended in with the topography, replicating existing natural
materials already found on the land.

By the early 1900's, chain link fences flooded the landscape as iron and steel started to replace many wood and stone
products. At the end of World War ll, residential and industrial building accelerated the production and usage of chain¡ink
fences as people broke away from urban centres and created their ideal living conditions in suburbia (Dreicer 81). lt was a
time when many people could finally escape the urban centres and have their own homes and their own property. Front and
back yards were common and homeowners would create and decorate properties according their style and tastes.

The original suburban movement was based in nostalgia for peaceful small-town life and
separat¡on from the problems of industrialization. ln the middle of the century suburbs
expanded with the affluence of a new middle class and their flight from the poor and
minorities living in the inner cities...Today, with that nostalgia as strong as ever and a new
set of problems pressing on our metropolitan areas, separation is still the solution that
Americans turn to (Btakety 144).

Situated within fenced private yards were different types of gardens, play-structures, and pathways. These types of walls
ordered space by physically separating spaces, and displayed particular styles of landscape reflected by the homeowner.
Although many of the spaces appeared similar to one another, there was finally the space to create something unique to
each homeowner. What resulted was an individual's perfectly manicured, well maintained space. The space on the other
side of that fence was 'someone else's space'. The fence acted like a wall, clearly dividing public and private spaces as
well as where public interactions were to take place.

Home is for many, a model of our own universe, where we act out all the dramas of life
- and often, of death - and where our possess¡ons, some utilitarian, some for decoration,
are signs of the things that matterto us lOtivier, P.,'HousesareforLivíng tn', 1990).

Presently, fences create enclosed gardens. They have taken on many different forms and have used many different types46



of materials to separate and control the landscape and its people. From wooden spikes, to stone, to log walls, barbed wire,
hedges and shrubs, chain-link, brick, concrete, and even glass, the fences that shape our urban landscapes today can be
found in almost any shape and form. Although, the landscape is still dominated by postwar chain-link fences and traditional
wooden variations, these fences dot the back lanes of residential neighbourhoods and physically separate the private
spaces from the public. Some fences are completely impermeable and high enough that viewing inside is impossible.
Others are low lying and the private spaces are highly visible. The result of such physical dividers is the completely isolated
space that can create privacy from the outside world. These fences act as dividing walls, separating and containing people
and places.

Mural Painting, Billboards and Graffiti

Murals and walls

ln a social context, Walls can be considered the borderland, or the place where emotion and expression penetrate to define
the dividing line (Jarman, 1998). Awall can offer opportunities to tell stories about people and place; it is the tabletfor
painting, writing and graffiti. Mural or wall paintings date back to the pre-historic period and has developed into an artistic
and dynamic form of individual and culturally driven public expression (Jarman). Like any piece of art or writing, it expresses
social circumstances and culturally driven attitudes that represent time and place. What make them even more dynamic
are their locations and the neighbourhoods they illuminate. These walls are transformed from walls that strictly divide and
contain into walls that mediate images and text including, political statements, hope, intrigue, and a sense of place for
a community. These images may 'speak' to the population and because of their ability to be removed, transformed and
completely redone, they can 'speak' across generations. Regardless of what is written or painted on the walls, they have
become the objects that create a sense of place within the community because people can relate to their content or simply
appreciate the story (Jarman). Examples of this include the Philadelphia Mural Project and the murals of Belfast.

The Philadelphia Mural Project was initially created to fìght against the graffìti that brought social alienation by creating a
no - mans land. The artists of the murals often reflected the past, present and possible futures of the city of philadelphia.
The murals were displayed for the public to enjoy, and often brought out the cultural richness of the city, telling stories
about neighbourhoods. The city actually employed many of Philadelphia's notorious graffiti artists as mural artists with the
agreement that they would no longer mark up the city. As a result, a neighbourhood's story was expressed artistically for
anyone to view.

ln Belfast, murals can be seen across the city and on almost every wall of row houses. The murals here are much more
political than in Philadelphia as the city lives daily on the edge of political and religious upheaval (references). The people
there must cope with constant conflict and division between the two religious groups, and the murals have given people
a voice. These walls tell more than stories; they work out problems for the divided capital of Northem lreland. One side
painted by the Protestants of the city, and the other by the Catholics. Belfast is a city of people divided by a physical wall
in order to keep peace and has found additional ways to express theír ideals.
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Billboards

The idea of billboards, or outdoor advertising, can be traced back to cave paintings. Additionally, Greek tablets posted
public games, and Roman signs posted political information (Heon 15). Walls were created to exhibit information. By the
end of the 19th century posters were created to sell ideas. Their design ideas were taken from Japanese wood block prints
and by the 20th century posters were being used for political aims (Heon 1S).

Marks of Graffiti

Graffiti has appeared on paintings of prehistoric humans, and like murals and billboards, it has been created as a form of
public expression (Castleman 53). New York City graffìti emerged in the late 1960's when street writers wrote personal or
political statements on walls. Graffiti is a mark stating that'l was here,'and 'this is my territory'. As hundreds of new writers
emerged in New York, a new emphasis was placed on style, distinguishing the artist's name from others graffiti writers
(Castleman 53). According to Craig Castleman, author of Getting up: Subway graffiti in New york,

There is a case to be made out that all art is a form of graffiti; a means of leaving some
proof one exists or has existed on the walls of time...ln true graffiti however, there is
an element of anarchic revolt, of opposition to the neat and tidy world of bureaucrat,
policeman, town planner, lavoratory attendent (Casueman 53).

Walls exist with or without the marks of graffìti, but somehow by marking the wall, social circumstances and culturally driven
attitudes can be displayed. These walls tell stories about people and places.

New /deas and Aesthefics

There are different phases in history where artists have used walls as the canvas for their creations. Today wall painting
is still an art but it also creates places with political and religious statements, as well as places that tell members of society
what is aesthetically pleasing. Form and function are common elements reflecting style, and the materiality of a wall is a
much of an expression of trends and new inventions as it is an expression of new ideals.

The Open ldeas Wall

The open ideas wall was a competition for the east property of Toronto's Centre for Addiction and Mental Health.
Historically, the wall was constructed by patients of the health facility in the 1850's, and has become a symbol of the
suffering and disgrace experienced by mental health patients. Some members of the community wanted the wall torn
down while others wanted it preserved (Landscape/Paysages 33). The winner of the competition was Janet Rosenberg
and Associates Landscape Architecture. Their design addresses the stone walls that encircle the mental health facility and
the physical and psychological barrier that has been formed over many years (Landscape/Paysages 33). According to48



Landscape/Paysages magazine,

The challenge: to transform both walls' physical structure and emotional meaning while
respecting its designation as a historic site. The design would transform the wall by
mounting sections on wheels to deconstruct the enclosing façade. These sections would
be pushed back from the remaining structure, while temporary artwork would protrude
into the voids at various angles (Landscape/paysages 33).

The magazine continues to describe the design, "Sections of brick wall to be pierced with glass lenses to all the seen to
radiate through, signifying an awakeníng of hope and ideas" (LandscapeiPaysages 33). The wall was created to segregate
people who suffered from mental health problems from the rest of the world. Completely separating the two was once
thought to be the only solution, but the perception of mental illness has changed, which now allows members of society to
open up about the disease and break down some of the social and physical barriers (Landscape/Paysages, 2004). Keeping
some of the wall keeps history alive, while the changed portions allow the world to see it in a new light.

Aesthetics and Materiality

At one time, housing was constructed out of mud, clay, wood or stone. Roofìng was built with thatch, clay, slate or wood.
As industry developed so did mining, milling and factories, which created new materials for construction and landscape
purposes. Today we have an endless variety of natural and synthetic products available for construction, design and
development. For example, walls can be made of iron, glass, brick, stone, cement and even plastic. Aesthetic and technical
contributions by craftsmen, designers, society, engineers and artists have also added to the variety of materials and styles
we have to choose from for constructing walls in our landscapes. From timber to titanium, craftsmen contribute their
innovative ideas, and members of society decide what will be accepted and therefore, constructed.

Conclusion

Most processes that create walls are cultural, deliberate means by which humans sustain themselves, adapt to their
environment, and relate to one another. These walls have created places for the display of local expression and where
local values and interests are represented. But, they have also served as indicators as to who belongs and who does not.
Walls have also been the outcome of social conflict: defining, segregating, and isolating people from one another. What is
important to realize however, is that many of these socially produced walls have actually been created because of personal
fears, and the desire for control, acting as borders that provide normative patterns to regulate and direct interactions
between people of particular social groups.
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lndustrial Processes

lndustrial Processes

Pre-industrial, industrial and post-industrial eras have created many barriers. They have contributed to many of the
physical, social, and mental walls that the members of European society have been forced to suffer with throughout history.
Over the past few hundred years, the lives and living conditions of Europeans have changed dramatically in the course
of many challenges including the rise and fall of the economy. What exactly were these challenges, and how did they
contribute to the creation of the social and physical walls that have existed in the past and that exist today? From the pre-
industrial agrarian lifestyle to our current technologically advanced societ-v, the economy has shaped our ¡ives, and we have
in turn shaped the walls in our urban environments.

Pre-lndustrial

Pre-industrial European socieÇ was based on agriculture production and trades. Animal-or-human powered tools were
commonly used and religion was the motivating source for much of Europe's history as well as the European colonies.
Because of the era, pre-industrial populations lived predominantly in small towns and villages, with few people living in
urban centres. People wanted to be part of the landscape, to engage in it, not to dominate over it. Creating walled
settlements and gardens allowed people to use nature as a necessary means of survival. The walls did not open up to the
landscape until the ltalian Renaissance period of the 16th century and they continued to redefìne themselves well into the
18th century.

Medievalwalled towns

During the late middle ages, European urban society became centre stage, controlled by feudal lords and the church. The
towns were trading centres that dominated over smaller settlements, and became necessary walled settlements. They were
walled for the reason that people had a fear of void spaces, and felt that landscapes should only consist of a series of well-
defìned spaces (Low 13). This belief lead to towns that were, bounded by moats, dykes, rivers, mountains and stonewalls.
Beyond these boundaries lay farmlands that supplied agricultural production to the towns. Furthermore, unruly groups and
religious upheaval also made these walled towns necessary, as they created safety and security from dangerous outside
forces, such as thieves and war (Low 13). These towns were separate entities from the rest of the world, and their existence
created a particular type of landscape structure. Well-planned as a physical barrier, these walled cities created a division
between inside and outside spaces. People felt safe within the walls, separated from unruly groups, such as mercenaries.
Some of the great walls constructed during this time consisted of the Great Wall of China, and the endless construction of
Roman walls.
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lnside medieval cities, the spaces were well planned to be a safe refuge where the people could move about freely and
without fear of warring communities or looting of their properties. The spaces, however, were actually controlled by the wall,
permitting few surprises to occur in daily life, such as how and when people could get in, and out. Being controlled does
not give the impression of true freedom, which is the ability to be independent and the lack of restrictions, but according to
V-Fu Tuan author of Space and Place,

...the root meaning of the word bad is open. To be open and free is to be exposed and
vulnerable. Open space has no trodden paths and signposts. lt has no fixed pattern of
established human meaning; it is like a blank sheet on which meaning may be imposed.
Enclosed and humanized space is place. Compared to space, placeìs a calm centre of
established values. Human beings require space and place (Tuan s4).

According io this view of openness and freedom, medieval walls and the lifestyle they created would have been weil suited
to the people of the Middle Ages and their fear of voids.

Walled gardens

People living in the Middle Ages feared voids and felt that landscapes should consist of a series of well-defìned, and
organized spaces. These spaces had particular uses and purposes. According Aben & de wit (1ggg), ,,His world-view was
introverted, centralized. Boundlessness was a quality attributed to God alone, the created world was finite" (e27). These
ideals created gardens that were completely enclosed, and in geometric forms of the square, circle, and sphere (Aben &
de Wit 53)- These bounded spaces were to be reproductions of the divine model; "ln the middle ages it was believed that
Gods'original intention with the world was the Creation as a perfect structure, a static whole of hermetic forms and rhythmic
repetition" (Aben & de Wit 53). These gardens walled in the private landscape and excluded everything else.

During the ltalian Renaissance, the walled garden was opened up to view the beautiful landscapes on the outside. Multi-
levelled terraces created views to the outside, and created this open perception. People turned away from symbolism as a
means of expression and expressed ideas of worldliness (Jellico 155). The ltalian landscape was then situated on hillsides,
because of view and climate, and the house reached out into the landscape taking advantage of the wonderful views. No
longer did ltalians need to paint elaborate frescos on walls depicting their beautiful landscapes - they could now experience
them on an individual basis. The garden was built purely for personal enjoyment. The upper terraces of the gardens
were created with large retaining walls and the lower garden remained a traditional area contained for spectators. These
open and pleasurable gardens continued to develop into more elaborate scales throughout ltaly, France, Germany, Spain,
England and the Netherlands (Jellico 155). And although many of these gardens still contained some walled elements, they
would not block out and avoid nature again.

Class and Gender

Pre-industrial communities walled their towns as well as their beautiful gardens, but they also created walls around different
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classes and different genders. The rich were the few elite, either royalty or feudal lords, while the poor population remained
the majoriÇ' Segregation was apparent as the wealthy controlled the ruling of the lands, owned the grandest casfles and
took part in the making of laws. From these class distinctions existed an intemal structure for how people interacted. For
the less fortunate, the more hands a family had, the easier it was to acquire goods and maintain the functioning of the
family. ln order to accomplish the tasks, there was a division of labour. Men were thought to be dominant, and tended to
the important tasks of raising cattle, raising crops and working in the trades. Women and children were expected to be
submissive and obedient, and women were expected to perform the less important tasks of tending to the animals like pigs
and goats, as well as keeping the home and farm (Dodd & Miller). Children were the helping hands and often became hired
help, with boys working with the men, and young girls keeping the farm and home. Regardless of what daily tasks were
performed, social walls divided the population by insisting on tasks to be performed by specific classes and sexes.

lndustrial

The lndustrial Revolution is classifìed as the period in the 18th and 19th centuries when Britain was transformed from
a predominantly agricultural nation into the manufacturing workshop (Dodd & Miller). Rapid scientific, technological and
commercial innovations, a rising population, improved transportation and expanding domestic and international markets
provided the context for the development of thousands of mills, factories, mines and workshops across Europe (Dodd &
Miller). Landscapes were rapidly transformed, creating walls from transportation systems, manufacturing, energy needs,
and emigration. For example, railroads were built across the land, manufacturing plants spread large amounts of smoke
into the atmosphere, and transportations systems brought large amounts of people to and from countries and cities.

Transportation

During the lndustrial Revolution, towns and cities grew due in importance as transportation hubs. Railways, roads, canals,
and suspension bridges, created walls of transport as they cut through the landscape. This eventually linked all of Europe
and transforming cities, towns, and the countryside. For example, vast amounts of people arrived each day expanding
cities and towns, as well as taking people away from these same locations. Transportation systems allowed heavy
raw materials to be transported, such as lumber going cross country by train, thus allowing manufacturing industries to
flourish. With railroads and expanded road systems crisscrossing over the countryside, towns were growing with new
populations, spreading out and becoming part of the suburbs. The evolution of transportation allowed the world to become
interconnected. Exotic Chinese, Egyptian and lndian cultures became popular as gpes of fashion in much of Europe,
and architectural styles and landscape design broadened with the increased travel. The new economic development from
industries brought back the representation of power in architecture, through Roman and Greek columns as they presented
themselves as part of office buildings and in front of banks. ln the midst of all the industrial and economic growth however,
landscapes were altered as transportation corridors contributed to a division of space and the isolation of humans from
nature.

Pollution and Urban life
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Ïhe growth of industry changed the character of urban life. ln the 19th century the physical removal of many walls
in medieval cities allowed expansions to take place, with great developments of building sites and boulevards. Mills,
workshops and factories processed coal, iron and steel creating large smokestacks within the expanding towns and cities.
Walls of machinery and, walls of smoke, with their burning, resource extraction, and forest depletion were found across
the landscape. More and more people left their predominantly agricultural lives to work in factories, and terraces of
cheap housing were put up for the new industrial workers and their families (Jellicoe 254). Huge areas were ravaged
by environmental exploitation, with smoke pollution damaging the lives of many people and plants. Human pride in the
environment had diminished (Jellicoe 261). The rise of economic development transformed urban spaces, creating walls
of pollution and degradation.

Due to the building boom, new districts in Europe were constantly under construction as older areas lay in disuse. The new
Erowth was occuning at such a fasi rate thai humans were living in unsanitary conditions. An example of this was the streets
of Europe, where garbage and human waste were tossed out of windows and onto the streets below. As a result, human
health was at risk, especially for those people who could not afford good accommodation. Walls of class divisions were
created as real estate markets sky rocketed and businesses were booming. As industry increased, the richer class was in a
state to build new and grander residences, leaving their older residential areas abandoned run down. On the contrary the
living conditions of the poor were in a horrific state. Friedrich Engels (1844), author of The Condition of the Working-Class
in England described it as such:

Everywhere heaps of debris, refuse, and offal; standing pools for gutters, and a stench
which alone would make it impossible for a human being in any degree civilized to live
in such a district...lmmediately under the railway bridge there stands a court, the filth and
horrors of which surpass all the others by far...This whole collection of catfle-sheds for
human beings was surrounded on two sides by houses and a factory, and on the third by
the river, and besides the narrow stair up the bank, a narrow dooruray alone led out intó
another almost equally ill-built, ill-kept labyrinth of dwellings... (Engets 4B-s3).

Unfortunately, as riches grew so did poverty, creating social walls through the division of classes. Because of the increasing
population, pollution, noise and filth of the factories, many of the more prosperous residents eventually moved out of the city
centres altogether. (Dodd & Miller) Many people profìted from the rise in industry however, there was also a large portion
of the population whose lives were becoming more and more desperate.

Class and Gender

As modifications in the economy changed the social structure of society, the roles of men and women also changed (Dodd
& Miller). Factories took people from the agricultural fields with the promise of something better, and placed them in poorly
ventilated, overcrowded working environments. ln the textile mills of Lowell, Massachusetts, early days of production found
that the working factory girl was the lowest paid among any employed in service (Robinson). The early millgirls were of
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different ages. Some were not more than ten years old, a few were middle aged, but the majority were between the ages of
sixteen and twenty-fìve. The working hours of all the girls started at fìve o'clock in the moming and did not end until seven
in the evening, with only a half hour each, for breakfast and dinner. Even the very young girls were forced to be on duty
nearly fourteen hours a day (Robinson). According to Harriet H. Robinson, "The most prevailing incentive to labor was to
secure the means of education for some male member of the family. To make a gentleman of a brother or a son, to give
him a college education, was the dominant thought in the minds of a great many of the better class of millgirls" (Robinson).
Generally, if women were unmarried they worked in factories, such as on production lines, and men often worked on the
fìxing of machines' But as capitalism grew women's traditional tasks were taken over by machines. The early part of the
20th century brought such a large number of men into the factories that eventually almost all of the working women were
driven back to the domestic duties of the home, re-erecting walls between the sexes. (Robinson).

Post-lndustrial

Post-industrial society can be thought of as the information or knowledge age, where communication is global, viewed and
experienced by anyone. There is a division of labour, and the application of new machinery in industrialism. There are also
new relations of society where consumerism takes hold, and the growth of large organizations take over. The beginnings
of the post-industrial society were found in the post World War ll years, which saw great technological developments
such as: the transformation of matter into energy demonstrated in the atom bomb and the first digital computer. Where
the industrialist once dominated, now technology, knowledge and scientists dominated. The service industry was also
a dominating element in post-industrial society. According to Bell, the government becomes increasingly instrumental in
the management of the economy was left to market forces. what was characteristic of post-industrial society was that
members of society worked towards directing and engineering the rest of society, and did not wait for things to happen.
Furthermore, there was an increase and unique character of knowledge itself. Theoretical knowledge had become central,
and prestige and status was rooted in the intellectual and scientific communities.

New technologies in post-industrial societies have created new landscapes. Metals, concrete, plastics and other artifìcial
materials fìll our streets and our homes. Details are less important while time deadlines and costs dominate. Hydro
corridors are one example of the post-industrial landscape. vast amounts of lands are cleared, housing large towers for
hydro electricity. These areas create walls, restricting the movement of different species and creating noticeable scars,
and environmental damage in the landscape. This accelerated rate of technological development has not only changed
landscapes, it has also altered the way humans perceive themselves in the world. There is a greater establishment of
ideas; ideas were 'anything goes'. This begins to dissolve traditional social, political, and cultural boundaries. As some
boundaries break down however, new walls are being developed. Society, race, religion and economic baniers have been
massed together, causing many people confusion as to their place in the world.

Class and Gender
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Since the birth of capitalism, the roles between men and women have greatly fluctuated. Women were brought back into
the factories when World War I and World War ll took men away to battle. When the war was over and the men came back
home, many jobs that women held went back to the men, since it was thought to be unacceptable for women to support the
household when there was a man around (? ref). During this time howeve¡ capitalism was growing and more and more
jobs were created in the service industry. These jobs, which included teaching and restaurant jobs, were more acceptable
for women as they involved serving others. For the fìrst time, women were allowed to work outside of the home and eam
their own income. Many women still remain at home, however, but it is now their choice. As we move further and further
into the 21st century equali$ rights between men and women are growing in many parts of the world. The world is certainly
not equal between genders or race but hopefully we are working to continue the move towards a more peaceful society in
the future.
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Conclusion

Space is experienced directly by having the abiliÇ to move within or between ¡t, yet many different walls exist in our urban
environments that restrict this very movement. They support diverse human uses and have important experiential and cultural
meanings. Walls help to determine landscape structure in a variety of different shapes and materials. Walls shape us and the
landscape, and as a result, walls change the urban experience.

Walls contribute to the spatial organization of the landscape in a variety of different ways. Their presence forms landscape structure,
determining how we react and interact with our surroundings by acting as edges and boundaires, barriers, corridors and enclosures.
ln doing so they perform as important spaces, such as: roads, gardens, promenades, squares, alleyways, and neighbourhoods.

The formation of this landscape structure and the landscape spaces, are directly caused by a series of processes. Most processes
that create walls are cultural, deliberate means by which humans sustain themselves, adapt to their environment, and relate to one
another. There are also means however which are the result of natural systems found around us. Walls have been created from
political agendas, demonstratíng oppressive power by abruptly separating one space from another. This physical separation of
the landscape can create an altered identity and culture amongst members of the communiÇ. Walls have been created through
natural processes that change with the seasons and fìlter out external systems. They create restricted and avoided places as well
as spaces that are protected and offer opportunities for movement. Our automated transportation systems have provided freedom
of movement while creating walls of control, redefìning the boundaries and functions of our cities. The physical and psychological
separation from our communities has altered how our cities function and how people function within them. The purely social
development of walls has occurred through fear and the desire for control, regulating interactions between people and place. Finally,
industrial processes have created the walls in our urban landscapes. This has changed the most dramatically over time. The rise
and fall of the economy has created walls of smoke, walls of money and walls of brick and stone right before our very eyes.

The spaces around us have been the overall result of so many processes contributing to the formation of walls in our urban
environments. Because many of these spaces were not created directly for the people, they are often underutilized and sometimes
unwanted' The presence of a Wall can lack the ability to create experiences more stimulating or enjoyable, but they can also
contribute to the creation of our identities, defining and shaping who we are. Walls can be presented in an endless number of
different forms, but they all share the ability to alter how we experience the urban landscape.
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STRUCTURE

The wall

A wall is many things-
Protection, comfort.
It can be a barrier.

It can be open,
looking through

to a new adventure.
A wall can be a garden.

It can mean strength
And spring from the ground;

Or it can be a ruin,
Pathetíc and old,

But of noble remnants,
Wearing marks of weather

And habitation - symbol
Of the human condition.

Jane Teller
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A Typology of Walls

Typology is a method of classification where classes are formed around one particular element. Each item related to
the particular element is then analyzed and organized into the classes it is most related to. For myself, I am creating a

landscape typology refìective of my interpretations of types of Walls, Walls being that one particular object, and the many
different types of Walls are the classes. Each object, such as fences and gates, is then analyzed and organized into the
three particular classes, such as boundaries and edges, barriers, and corridors.

Building a typology answers the questions 'What types of Walls are there, and more specifically, what is happening in our
own urban conþrt because of them'? Building typologies are important to Landscape Architecture because as designers of
outdoor spaces, Landscape Architects must be concerned with all of the elements that may affect or contribute to the design
of new sites. Walls do not perform independently. They are a part of a landscape structure that when put together, create
the spaces we use everyday. The Wall typologies attempt to balance a walls'function, surrounding land use, and the way
in which people actually use them. This typology can be used as a design instrument that informs landscape spaces that
evolves through human interaction with the environment. lt can therefore be suggested that humans transform landscapes
through their efforts and in turn landscapes transform humans. lt should never be forgotten that Landscape Architects are
not only designing spaces to appear creative and interesting in plan, but Landscape Architects are designing spaces for
people. Through the interaction between people and nature, varied types of landscape spaces are developed. Building a
typology of Walls may result in the revealing of numerous landscape elements that are not being considered as important
or valuable in the urban environment.
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Edges and Boundaries

Edges and boundaries are types of Walls that exist as physical or metaphorical lines, marking the limits of and area or

territory (Canadian Oxford Paperback Dictionary 107).

Physical description:
Edges and boundaries are places of transition, with interlocking forms that enclose and separate different spaces. They

bring the landscape together integrating the inside and the outside spaces. They are also dividing lines that can be made
from thick or thin materials in varying heights, such as small cement bricks or long planks of wood.

Meta p hysical de scri ptio n :
Edges and boundaries are important spatially because they can create or deny opportunities for social interaction. They

create social spaces, such as places for sitting and observing surrounding areas and inhabitants, but they can also deter

social opportunities from taking place. An example of this is...Boundaries are expressions of power relations and are in
a constant state of transition. ln other words, persons in power may choose to keep certain individuals or groups on the

outside of a boundary. For example, an international border guard has the power to refuse an individual or group entry into

a country or territory. This refusal may change depending on the political climate, such as with the threat of terrorism.

Landscape typology:
As part of a landscape typology, edges and boundaries can appear as a wall plane, vertical or horizontal vegetation, fences,

roads, hedges, private to public spaces, and steps. They can be physical structures or metaphorical ideas of division.

There are many types of edges and boundaries:

Deliberate I ntentions:

...Bollards = direct movement and separate pedestrian spaces from vehicular spaces
Restrict vehicular traffìc from pedestrian areas. By separating these spaces and therefore their

uses, the pedestrian areas will have the chance to gain character and intimacy. The
vehicles that do enter the area will be obliged to travel at low speeds because of the

knowledge that this is a pedestrian area.

...Railings = define and organize spaces, provide safety
Railings are often placed as a visual waming in places where there may be potential danger. The

fact that they also act as a physical banier is less important. They act as lines that become the

boundary within a space. They are often permeable and appear from many different types

of materials such as wood, metal, rope and even glass.
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...Fence = define and organize spaces
Fences function to enclose and define spaces, and exclude unwelcome people, animals or

traffic. Lower fences act as visual indicators or where one property ends and another

begins, while higher fences provide a greater physical separator. They are often permeable and

low lying, but they can also be at least six feet tall with no permeability

...Trees = define and enclose spaces, provides shade, shelter, and protection
Trees provide screening from one space to another. They can line a space and provide places

to look out from as well as shade from the sun and shelter from the wind and rain. They also

provide texture and contrast.

...Wavebreak = define and enclose spaces, provides shade, shelter, and protection

Wavebreaks act as boundaries to where safety and security may exist and where may not. They
also define pieces of land as well as pedestrian pathways. They reach out across from a piece of

land to another piece of land.

Non-Deliberate I ntentions:

...Turf = define pathways, and create spaces
Creates a low lying boundary that may line a space. lt is a different texture and

colour than concrete for example, and can help to direct movement
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...Stairs = congregate area, provide vantage points and surve¡llance
Stairs as edges create opportunities for seating, observation and congregation. Being on the

edge creates vantage points towards the inside of a space. The change of level caused by the

stairs helps to define spaces and create opportunities for creation of new spaces.

...Hedges and shrubs = def¡ne spaces and provide a sense of enclosure
Can act as a physical obstruction which also deflnes a space. Hedges and shrubs

can screen an area as well as define it. This type of wall becomes more or a visual
separator than a physical one.

...Painted walls = display narratives of place, creating place with visual identity
Provides visual intregue and can create places that act as landmarks, defìning a community or

neighbourhood. They can display information about the people in a place through narratives shown

in murals and graffìti. People can relate to these narratives, and because of that they can help

identify where some people belong and where others do not.

...Roads = define spaces between vehicle and pedestrian spaces
Roads define where vehicles can travel and where people can not. Through knowledge and

acceptance, pedestrians know where it is safe to travel and where it is not. Since the road

is designed for vehicles, pedestrians must stay clear of danger by staying on sidewalks and

other vehicle free areas. Roads are often the boundary between a city and country setting the limits

to where travel within a city is possible. Roads also set boundaries behveen patches of land

determining where the majority of traffìc will travel and where quieter areas will exist.
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...Bodies of water = create a sense of enclosure, defensible boundary
Water bodies line can be an edge around a space, resulting in

humans, the crossing points over water bodies are restricted to

resulting in spaces that restrict where and how the space is accessed.

an enclosure. For
bridges and boats,

photo supplied by author
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Barriers

Barriers are Walls that are obstacles or circumstances that keep people or things apart, preventing communication and
controlling access (Canadian Oxford Paperback Dictionary 71).

Physical description:
Barriers are dramatic or abrupt separations between one space and another. They will physically disrupt the flow of
movement of humans and nature but in doing so they can create distinct areas with new opportunities. For example, a
fenced-in yard restricts the movement of a person walking. This person must stay on a road or sidewalk, avoiding contact
with the yard beyond the fence. A lack of contact with this piece of land may allow a garden to develop.

M etap hysi cal de scri ption :
Barriers can create psychological disruptions as well as physical disruptions in the landscape. As a particular course of
movement is altered, humans as well as nature can become distressed. For example, traffic laws often stipulate that a
line must be drawn on the road at the stop sign. While this line is only drawn in paint, it represents a barrier and requires
adherence to the law. Going beyond this line may result in a traffìc violation, including a costly trafiìc ticket.

Landscape typology:
As part of a landscape typology, barriers can appear as:

Deliberate lntentions:

...Glass walls and windows - physically separate spaces but allow for visual connections
Exists as a wall that physically separates spaces from the inside to the outside. Unlike many other
solid structures, these walls allow continuous light to penetrate through, and allow for full to partial
visual connections by means of the colour of glass.

...Change of level = physically create un¡que spaces with visual connections.
The lower level produces intimacy, inferiority, and enclosure, while above level gives exhilaration,
command, superiority, exposure and vertigo. The two levels are visually connected despite
the gap between them. They are close together, yet far enough apart to feel very different from
one another.
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...Gated communities = separate spaces, separate neighbourhoods
Physically and visually separating one community from another, usually with a large

impermeable structure that has a gated entrance. This can isolate people from each other,

restricting movement to one or two access points, but only allowing certain people to gain

entry.

Non-Deliberate I ntentions:

...Stairs = separate spaces for people with physical disadvantages.
Looking up or looking down at a person can be a type of classification - looking up to people while
also looking down at their mentaliÇ. Height often equals privilege, to not only be looked up to but

to also observe and keep a watch over what is below. Stairs create challenges for some
people because of the effort it may take to climb them. The elderly, those in wheelchairs or who
are physically challenged, and parents with strollers may fìnd stair especially diffìcult.

...Roads = separate two pieces of land, interrupt movement for people and nature
They create a visually barren landscape covered in asphalt. They create a place where vehicular
traffic can move easily but where people and animals may be intimidated. Traffìc on roads often

move along at high speeds and pedestrian crossings are limited to stop lights and designated
crossings. This can make pedestrian travel highly restrictive and sometimes dangerous.

...Hedges and Trees = separate spaces, direct movement with vantage points
Trees can physically protect and screen spaces from wind, and light. They can physically separate
spaces, as well, they can physically separate spaces while maintaining visual connections. They
can change with the seasons, adding and taking away foliage, and changing colour.
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...Railway lines = Separate two pieces of land, create an in between zone
Permits visual access while restricting physical movement. Railway lines can leave visual and

physical scars in the landscape since when they are used, they create restrictive any living thing

from using the area, and when they are not be used, they remain barren.

...Water = separate two pieces of land, create enclosure
Water can contaín pieces of land and settlements, creating some protection from unwanted

animals or people. They separate two or more pieces of land, creating isolation and restricting

movement to designated crossing points-

photo supplied bY author
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Corridors
Conidors are Walls that are linear spaces for travel and movement. These linear spaces may exist as passages from which
movement may occur from one point to another. These corridors may also exist as right-of-ways reserved for utilities such
as a hydro corridor. ln the latter case, animals as well as humans may access these passages for themselves.

Physical description:
Conidors link physical forms that create networks of circulation, which are found in rivers, railways, roads and trees and
hedges. They create connections between sites and their sunoundings but depending on who the conidor is designed for,
they can create baniers of lateral movement for pedestrians and wildlife. An example of this barrier is found when a road
cuts between two pieces of land. Road are extremely dangerous to wildlife that may be attempting to cross for food or
migration. Harm or death can occur as wildlife and vehicles collide.

Metaphysical description :
Conidors are spaces for movement and circulation that facilitate interaction between individuals in social and recreational
activities. This type of interaction can be important for community building and place making, as seen in many European
cities where walking and interacting on pedestrian only pathways are daily routines. These pathways allow for safe
movement between two spaces without the danger of heavy vehicular traffic, and because of this, people are more willing
to stop and enjoy the spaces. The same can be witnessed on green corridors, where recreational activities tend to take
priority such as walking, running, and biking. These areas are often established with large amounts of trees and vegetation,
screening traffic, and allowing for a relaxed atmosphere.

Landscape typology:
As part of a landscape typology, corridors may appear in the form of:

Deliberate I ntentions:

...Stairs = Link and join spaces together.
Provide an intimate space because of can be nanow or because of an enclosure created
around it. Direct movement from on space to another.

,r:i*e 
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...Pedestrian promenades = create opportunities for pedestrian movement
without vehicular danger or interruption
Networks of pedestrian pathways, link and join together a series of spaces. They
also allow for safe movement away from vehicles and create more personal spaces,
creating opportunities for pedestrian interaction.

...Railway lines = create opportunities for travel
Link and join spaces together. Provides linear access to a desired destination by means of a
railway system for humans, and by way of a cleared, unobstructed path for many wildlife.

...Roads = create opportunities for travel
Create networks of circulation for vehicles to travel from one place to another. Providing
opportunities for movement helps to link together many spaces within a city as well spaces
between cities, and between cities and the countryside. Roads however, segregate people from
vehicles, and because traffìc traveling at high speeds can be dangerous, creates limited
crossing points for pedestrians and animals.

...Rivers = create opportunit¡es for travel
Are long, meandering corridors that link and join one place to another. By traveling down a river,
movement is directed and clear of landforms. For many wildlife, rivers are the only means
of travel - in free flowing waters . Humans also use river for transportation by means of boats.

Non-Del iberate I ntentions:

...Trees and hedges = create opportunities for wildlife travel
Are corridors for human and wildlife movement. They provide a place of refuge from wind, sun
and rain when traveling from one space to anothe¡ and they surround clearings in nature, lining

the direction of movement.
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Degrees of Enclosure

Landscape architecture organizes and divides land. As a result, outdoor spaces, such as plazas, are created providing
opportunities for personal enjoyment. As designers of outdoor spaces, landscape architects must decide how enclosed or
how open a space should be. To enclose is to surround with a wall, ect; to shut in on all sides, as specified by the Canadian
Oxford Dictionary (The Canadian Oxford Paperback Dictionary, 2000, p. 313). A distinct qualiÇ of spaces created by
humans create is that of enclosure, and the character of space created is determined by how a space is enclosed. The
types of enclosures and their characteristics affect human experience, use, microclimate and character. "A solid smooth
concrete wall, roughly textured hedge, billowing trees, dry-stone wall, translucent glass, or meadowed bank all have very
different character, texture, qualities and associations which influence how a place is experienced" (Dee,2001, p.43).
Persons living and moving within the urban environment are involved in a complex pattern of body movement. This pattern
is displayed by our ability to unconsciously locate obstacles. As a result, movement becomes adapted. According to
Michael Leonard, author of Humanizing Space, "movement under a low ceiling may induce a reaction of hunched shoulders
and lowered head even though there may be ample clearance" (Leonard, M., 1969, p. 130). The opposite reaction may be
created if a person inhabits an open ceiling space, where they may walk tall with their head held upright. Even if there are
walls enclosing the space, if the ceiling above is opened to the sky, the space may appear open and free. An enclosure can
be created as a distinctly continuous boundary, or by a slight change in the texture of the ground. According to Christian
Norberg-SchulE (1980), the author of Genr¿.rs Loci, defining areas that are different from their sunoundings is essential for
cultural development. From a spatial point of view, Norberg-Schultz (1980) states that people require some enclosure, and
this is apparent by simply observing settlement pattems and the physical shape of the land that nature provides. From
a character point of view, Norberg-Shultz states that people frequently settle around natural elements such as trees and
water, demonstrating the natural attraction to some type of enclosure or boundary.

The type of enclosure directly affects how the enclosed space is experienced and is determined by the number of sides it
encompasses.

...One or two sides = is a protective shelter from the wind or sun and creates some limited privacy

...Three sides = provides refuge but still allows an outlook to the surrounding landscape

...Fully enclosed = provides security and privacy; can exclude people and limit daily occunences; can be experienced as
threatening and unsafe in urban public environments.

Aspects of Enclosure

Aspects of enclosure are different elements that create unique spaces within an enclosure. Not only are there many types,
but there are also many aspects associated with each enclosure. Various aspecis include height, transparency, thickness,
scale, and presence of openings, to name a few.
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...Height = Height is one aspect of enclosure. The height of enclosure and space affects scale. lf an enclosure is too high

and dense, it can create a claustrophobic atmosphere, which is a fear of enclosed spaces (Dee, 2001). On the other hand,

spaces that are too open and low can create a bleak landscape, which can be visually unappealing (Dee, 2001 , p. 42).

Visual and physical permeability of enclosing planes is important to landscape architecture so that spaces can be created

with variation and subtly.

...Transparency = Transparency of an enclosure can greatly affect how an enclosure is experienced. According to the

Canadian Oxford Paperback Dictionary, transparency is defined as "allowing light to pass through so that bodies can

be distinctly seen' (Canadian Oxford Paperback Dictionary, 2000, p. 1121). A solid wall may not allow any surrounding

movement, light, or wind to enter the space, truly segregating a person from their immediate environment. An enclosure

with greater transparency will allow many elements to affect and alter the space while remaining enclosed and physically

restricted. This is often experienced with vegetation, specifìc building materials, and methods such as glass and walls with

small openings. Frank Lloyd Wright once stated, "When I looked at the hideous efflorescent boxing in of humanity I took

out the corner and put glass in instead; the comer window. I have here a real blow to 'boxing up' or 'boxing in'. Later in the

Johnson Administration building I came up with the elimination of the horizontal corner between walls and ceilings. Making

away with the boss in plan and section became fundamental to my work" (Leonard, 1969, p. 131).

...Thickness = Thickness of an enclosure can greatly affect how enclosed a space may feel. Aforest edge and a single line

of trees create spaces with different characteristics, such as density and transparency. Thick enclosures restrict interactions

with the sunounding area while a thinner enclosure may still create a protective shelter, but with increased views and

interactions. An example of this would be the isolation a forest edge can create versus a permeable row of hedges.

...Presence of openings = Presence of openings in enclosed spaces creates different opportunities for interaction. A fully

enclosed area provides security and privacy, but can exclude people and limit daily occurrences. On the other hand, it can

also be experienced as threatening and unsafe in public urban environments (Dee, 2001, p. 42). Enclosure on three sides

provides privacy and refuge but still provides the ability to look out at the surrounding landscape. Enclosure on one or two

sides defines spaces and creates a protective shelter but allows outlook to a great extent of the surrounding landscape.

...Scale = The scale of an enclosed space refers to the perceived parts of a space in relation to each otheç to humans

and to the emotional effect size many have on a person. Scale can also refer to the size of a space in relation to the

activities that can take place within it (Dee, C., 2001, p. 46). The designer can manipulate a space to create emotional

responses...comfort in small spaces while exhilaration in open spaces. Some spaces, such as soccer fìelds, are simply too

large in scale to serve as private domestic spaces, or too small for public activities, such as a private garden. An enclosed

space that is small in scale can create intimate spaces in the landscape, but one that is too small could create a feeling of

claustrophobia.
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The Spaces Created

As walls function as edges and boundaries, and as barriers and as corridors, they have the ability to create, restrict,
enclose, divide, exclude, or connect landscape spaces. Many kinds of spaces are created by a Wall and act as space
defining elements. These can be portrayed as:

Stairs - The stair creates a landscape space all unto its own. lt is defined, directed, and functionally full of purpose, which
means that it takes you where you need to be, and provides a place to sit and relax. As an edge or boundary it allows for
relaxation and social interaction but it also acts as a corridor, transporting people from one space to another. As a barrier,
it prevents people from accessing the same spaces. lt is exposed, inaccessible by some, and a nightmare to others. For
example, an able bodied person may not see a set of stairs as anything more than a direction of travel, however others my
see the same set of stairs as a space where a wheelchair or stoller can not access.

Alleyway - Alleyways are physically different from their direct sunoundings. They are in-between spaces for the public
and private. They create opportunities for semi-private/public interaction, places for play, places for movement and places
for exclusion. Alleyways are the divider between private residences and businesses, but they also act as conidors for
pedestrians and vehicular traffìc.

Garden - Gardens are often part of an enclosure and separate themselves from their surroundings. They contain organic
matter, water features, places for resting or reading, create opportunities for contemplation, and offer space for a variety of
life forms. They may contain pathways, fences, sculptures and wildlife, and are often protected and respected.

Front Yard -Afront yard is a private open space connected to a home, separating the private space from the public sidewalk
and street. lt is an entrance way, less controlled by barriers but more private than the back yard. More is on display here
as it is the buffer zone or boundary.

Back Yard - A back yard is a private open space that allows for the transition of inside home life and the ability to tame
nature. lt often contains other spaces, such as the garden, and allows for recreational activities such as playing soccer or
entertaining guests, to take place in a defìned space. The back yard is created by barriers and boundaries, such as trees,
gates and fences.

Pocket park - The pocket park is often the void or left over space of the urban environment, which has been transformed. lt
is an enclosure formed by buildings or simple structures, but it is a space less obvious than the square. Often surrounded
by vertical walls, the pocket park becomes a small, seemingly private space within the city.

Promenade - A promenade serves as a pedestrian connection from one point to another but is often enjoyed as a space
in itself. For instance, a promenade may contain benches for a person to site and relax. lt is a corridor defìned with
boundaries, and points of interest, and is often appeared to be carved out from the existing urban structure.
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ln-between zone - ln-between zones are created by roads and their meridians, railway lines, and water ways. They are

often a long and linear corridor providing opportunities to travel down it but not opportunities to get across. Because of this

there can often be a lack of social interaction as space is created on one side, and an entirely different space is created on

the other. They can also be a place for habitat, openness and refuge.

Ecological edge - An ecological edge provide distinct habitats for flora and fauna and is a place of visual richness and

complexity. lt can be a sheltered place to look out from, or a place to look into. lt can be a great wall with texture and

movement that changes with the seasons. lt may be the place that is avoided but it can also be the place that creates

protection.

Square - The square is the centre of the community. lt can range in scale but it always brings people together in a public

setiing. lt is an enclosure ihat contains eciges wiih piaces io sit, waich, study, interaci, relax and unite.

Community neighbourhood - Neighbourhood communities create opportunities for interaction among people. Their walls

create places for local expression to be positively put on display through murals, graffiti and billboards. However, the same

opportunity for expression can also serve as a boundary, indicating who belongs to the neighbourhood and who does not.
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Conclusion

For many, a Wall in simply a Wall. lt has no greater meaning or significance than to separate two spaces. Fortunately, a
Wall never solely separates two spaces. lt also excludes, and creates a home; it creates mystery and misunderstanding;
it may also become an artistic statement or a symbol of oppression. lt is never simply a Wall.

"A rose is rarely just a rose; it is encrusted with meaning accreted through centuries of
poetry, painting, gardens, and rituals of everyday life" (Whiston Spim, Anne, 199S, p. 216).

Walls are very important in our urban settings. They create spaces and are represented in many different ways. ln
this chapter, Walls have been explored according to what types there are, what they do in our landscapes. This type of
discussion builds on to the processes that have created walls in order to establish where walls have come from, how they
are created, and most importantly, what kind of variety of walls actually exist. By identifying the types of walls, a new
understanding can be reached, and greater opportunities for design can be realized.

These ideas about Walls are only the beginning, but they already allow Walls to be represented in design terms, which
is part of creating a methodology for discussing and analyzing existing walls. By establishing how walls have been
created and what types of walls exist, now an understanding can be formed about walls. This information alone is
beneficial to design professionals, as it can be used as a form of reference in designing and creating walls in their own
designs. Because this information has the potential to benefit the designer, this will in turn benefìt our own landscape
environments.

The next and final step in forming a methodology for the development of new walls in our urban areas is to fully develop
the visual language of walls in the form of icons and symbols that can be used as way of identifying existing types of walls,
how they perform in the landscape, and what is missing from making them truly functional, intriguing, and part of a place.
ldeas of placemaking and deconstruction will be discussed in part B of this practicum.
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Part B. A Need for New Spaces
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Making It F¡t

"Everyday experience tells us that different actions need different
environmentS tO take place" (Norbery-schurtz,19B0).
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Spaces and Placemaking

Place is an integral part of existence.
existence, shape, texture and colour.
character (Norberg-Schultz, 1 980).

Introduction

A sense of place is different for different people.

and smells for others (Salvesen 37). According

Relph stated that the basic meaning of place,

It is a totality of concrete items having material
Together these things determine environmental

It could be memories and experiences for some, and distinct sight, sounds
David Salvesen, the author of The making of place, geographer Edward

Any place can have significance to someone. The perceptions of a place are developed from different layers of an overall
structure; the streets, the buildings, the areas, and even the form of settlement help create a place. These structural layers
come from the fundamental understanding of the people, geography, and history of a place (Salvesen 37). This leads to
placemaking. Placemaking allows people to transform spaces into places they can identify with, where people feel they
belong, and what people can call home.

The Wall is an integral part of placemaking. lt is just one of the elements which may contribute to the overall structure of
a place. Placemaking includes the Wall as part of a space, helping to create what we consider as places. By including
placemaking as part of the development of walls, walls may be better able to become part of a place, contributing to the
overall structure of urban environments. This may be accomplished by taking the character of a place into consideration,
understanding the function of the wall, understanding what type of people will be using the wall, and understanding what
is lacking from an existing wall. lf these elements can be understood and the problems solved, the most appropriate and
intriguing new wall may be created. Using placemaking as a tool can help to make this happen.

Placemaking

Placemaking is an important method for developing communities, where people can become part of the landscape and take
responsibility for their surroundings. ln the activity of placemaking, the focus in on the place, and the people-in-places act
as the base, giving purpose to the activity. The practice of placemaking focuses on the people who live in an area, and
the place around them that are influencing their lifestyles (Schneekloth & Shibley 6). lt also focuses on the relationships
between people in that place. The bonds, the neighbourly greetings, and the family actives are some of the relationships.
Allowing for these interactions gives people the ability to create for themselves and with others, the kind of place they wish
to live and appreciate (Schneekloth & Shibley 6). ln particular, when people feel connected to a place, they are better
inclined to care for it.
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does not come from a specific location, the community that occupies, or superficial and
mundane experiences, though all these are common and perhaps necessary aspects of
place. The essence of place lies in its role as a profound centre of human existence.
There is for virtually everyone a deep association with and consciousness of the places
where we were born and grew up, where we live now, or where we have had particularly
moving experiences (Satvesen 37).

Placemaking involves daily activities, such as renovating and maintaining spaces, to suit specific lifestyles. This helps to
make spaces meaningful and gives people a sense of pride in their surroundings. For example, when people take the time
to sweep their sidewalks, they are essentially saying that they care about what the spaces around them look like, even
though they do not own the property. Placemaking also creates relationships with people in their surroundings (Schneekloth
& Shibley 1). When given a choice, people tend to emigrate to places that remind them of home (Lippard 61). According
to Yi-Fu Tuan, author of Space and Place,

Deeply loved places are not necessarily visible, either to ourselves or to others. Places
can be made visible by a number of means: rivalry or conflict with other places, visual
prom¡nence and the evocative power of art, architecture, ceremonials and rituals. Human
space can become vividly real through dramatisation. ldentity of place is achieved by
dramatisation of the aspirations, needs and functional rhythms of personal and group life
(Tuan 178).

Furthermore, Salvesen argued that a sense of place required three particular elements to work together: location, landscape
and personal involvement. These elements must work together to be effective, creating the relationships that make
spaces meaningful. For example, location is important because there are certain places that exhibit completely unique
qualities due to its own architecture, neighbourhood, street, and proximity to adjacent places. Moreover, certain landscapes
are important because they contain natural features that people enjoy being around, such as mountains, beaches, and
particular views. Finally, personal involvement helps to create a sense of place because it is a social consequence, which
grows out of human interaction (Salvesen 38).

Placemaking aids in the professional practice of planning, design, destruction and maintenance. The people who live
in places have great knowledge of their surroundings but it is often unstructured and unrealized because of their lack of
professional experience. Professionals can use their knowledge about placemaking and their professional skills to improve
the places people live. However, they must respect the people who inhabit the places and the cultural ideals they represent
(Schneekloth & Shibley 6). By talking to communities and taking their needs and ideals into consideration, this respect
can be shown. Physical and metaphorical walls can contribute to creating a sense of place, and they can develop positive
results for the community by giving the community a place that they can call their own. One way they can do this by fitting
in to the context of their site so that they become an extension of the place they are in through their materiality, form or
function.
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According to Schneekloth and Shibley, placemaking occurs because of three tasks that support the aim of professional

practice. The first task that is mentioned includes the creation of open space for congregation and interaction of the

professional and the community. Schneekloth and Shibley argue that this type of "dialogue space", is probably the most

important task of the professional placemaker because it is where decisions and placemaking occurs (6). The second task

the mention is the "confìrmation" and "interrogation" that occurs in the dialogue space. lt deals with looking at the context of

work in a positive light. This type of attitude facilitates understanding through the experiences of the community in order to

improve what presently exists. Questions can then be critically asked about place, filing gaps and inconsistencies between

the physical place and the community members. The third and final task is "framing of action". This task is developed from

confirmation and interrogation and reveals the opportunities and constrains that arise from engaging in the action. This task

allows for the selection of critical issues that may arise, "including decisions about what and who to include and exclude

in the placemaking project" (Schneekloth & Shibley 6). For example, questions may often arise when deciding whom the

community is being created for, what types of needs the community has, and what are the cultural values and ideals that

the community holds dear.

Although placemaking contains many positive results for many people, there can also be negative connotations associated

with a sense of place (Salvesen). Fear, loss, and even routine can be associated with a particular place, stirring up great

unhappiness. Never the less, the positive results of making people feel a part of a community, do outweigh the negative,

developing placemaking into an important action in design (Salvesen 41).

Tools for the creation of place include activities and physical characteristics that exist in successful gathering places.

According to David Salvensen, many of these activities and physical characteristics include the following:

- Character
. Gateways
. Enclosure
. Stairways
. Vantage point
. Patterns
' Scale
. Flexibility
- Ownership
' Management
. Democratic accessibility
. Safety & security
. Maintenance
. Quality & durability
. Boundary
. Resident population
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- Authenticity
' Artifacts
' lnformation & education
' Landmarks
' Art
- Accommodations
' Seating
' Restrooms & drinking fountains
' Shelter
' Food vendors
. Dining areas
' Sundries
' Pet areas
- Social and Private Spaces
' Dialogue
' Play
' Entertainment
' Special events
' Children's play

' Quiet places
' Stress relief
- Nature
' Colourful plantings
' Sight & sound of water
' Green canopy
. Waters edge
' Texture
. llme
' Sun & shade
. Daylight

(Salvesen 3841)
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Conclusion

placemaking allows people to transform spaces into places that they can identify with, where people feel they belong, and

where people can call home. lt is an important method of developing communities, where people appreciate the landscape

and take responsibility for their surroundings. Placemaking aids in the professional practice of planning, design, destruction

and maintenance. professionals can use their knowledge about placemaking to improve the places people live, however'

they must respect the people who inhabit the places and the cultural ideals they represent (Schneekloth & Shibley 5).

physical and metaphorical Walls can contribute to the creation of place if they are integrated into the design of a community.

They become a part of the tools used in placemaking, and are integrated into the context of a space. lf we ignore the

importance of Walls in our urban environments, we are essentially ignoring placemaking ideals, elements and tools. We are

overlooking our communities and we are essentially saying that we do not care about the places we live in. Professional

placemakers are involved in social and environmental change and must be involved in the process of generating knowledge

about that change, by asking questions, researching answers and making plans (Schneekloth & Shibleyl4).
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Deconstru ctive arch itectu re the landscape

The need for new spaces

As stated previously, humans transform landscapes through their efforts and in turn landscapes will transform humans. As well, placemaking
aids in creating communities, and physical and metaphorical Walls are an integral part of the process. Placemaking is at least one part of
the overall structure of a place. Walls, however, are not always as they appear. They come in many different forms, materials, and with
different purposes. But, in order to allow the different types of Walls to be considered, we must believe that to inform a new design is to
look beyond the existing physical structure and see what truly lies beneath. The only way to accomplish this is by deconstructing the Wall
so that it can be formed with even greater signifìcance. By doing this, a community with greater understanding and appreciation of their
surroundings can be formed. The means of developing a theoretical framework for the practical application of this study was found ih and
explored in the idea of architectural deconstruction.

Many authors have tried to deflne deconstruction, but this has proven to be a difiìcult task because deconstruction has many answers, but
is also occasionally has no response. For example, Margaret Soltan, author of Deconstruction and Architecture, stated that much like in
deconstructive literary theory deconstructive architecture was about the "differences within" (Soltan 236). Once we can see this, we can
begin to bring about something entirely new in our designs. Additionally, the Chambers dictionary defines deconstruction as, a method of
critical analysis applied especially to literary texts, "which, questioning the ability of language to represent reality adequately, asserts that no
text can have a fixed and stable meaning, and that readers must eradicate all philosophical or other assumptions when approaching a text"
(#). Lastly, French philosopher and avid writer Jacques Derrida believed that deconstruction was about introducing things, such as beliefs,
practices, and traditions that are without one specifìc meaning to all people (Wigley 2). According to Derrida, there was no single translation
since deconstruction was an abstract idea. Essentially, there is no start, no logic and no principles (Wigley 2). The idea of deconstruction
has indefìnable boundaries and their meanings can be endless: "Everytime you try to stabilize the meaning of a thing, to fix it in its missionary
position, the thing itself, if there is anything at all, slips away" says Caputo, editor of Deconstruction in a Nutshell: A Conversation with
Jacques Derrida (Caputo 32).

Derrida looked at deconstruction as both disordering as well as re-arranging, and as a method of thinking that drew out the real meaning
of a place or object. lt was also about the opposition between the inside and outside of a place, as well as the resistance towards simple
beginnings. For Derrida, deconstructive architecture lays its realism in the external forces of economics, institutions, and politics (Collins &
Mayblin 132). Here, a building's traditional perception of being beautiful, functional, as well as useful, should be set aside and then restated
in different ways throughout the building, to create a new architectural form. Never-the-less, the end result of the structure is subjected to
the normal constraints and finishings (Collins & Mayblin 132). Denida felt that the reality of human existence was unstable and therefore,
built structures should be represented the same. According to Soltan, this instability creates buildings which have dismantled meanings as
well as unclear functional representation such as 'shelter', 'beauty', 'social value' or'domesticity'. She continues by arguing that this form
of architectural deconstruction produces buildings that display 'incoherence', 'fragility', 'drift', and 'disorientation' (Soltan 236).

Mark Wigley, anotherwriter on architectural deconstruction, believes that deconstruction contains hidden layers, and entangled relationships,

in
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which create a discourse where layers are "knotted together to form its texture" (Wigley 3). Deconstruction is about following an inquiry.
According to Wigley, it is not a method or form of analysis, nor is it a way of adding to something that already exists, it is a continuous
displacement of structure that is the very possibility of structure. Through its concealment, it fìnally produces the actual structure (Wigley
29). Wigley states that by "shaking architecture, deconstructive discourse forces this other out into the space that is supposed to conceal it,
demonstrating that its effects can actually be found throughout that space in all the routine translations that go on within, and even that the
space itself that routinely conceals it is its fìrst effect" (Wigley 56). Widley states that, deconstructivist architecture exposes the unfamiliar
that lies beneath the traditional and exploits the weakness in order to interrupt, but not overthrow it. He also believes that the end result of
deconstruction is the rethinking of the subject. The subject is not located directly within the space, nor is it the result of being displaced from
the space, it is created neither by being controlled by the space nor does it develop control over the space itself (Wigley 176).

Peter Eiseman and Bernard Tshumi designed Le Parc de la Villette using Derrida's sense of deconstructive architecture. Tchumi suggested
an 'architecture of disjunction', for the design of the park consisting of points, lines and planes superimposed onto each other to create
a distorted result (Collins & Mayblin 121). Paths intersect while buildings and ramps are cut off. Architectural elements mix with non-
architectural elements encouraging conflict and fragmentation (Collins & Mayblin 121 ). According to Alan Tate, author of Great City Parks,
"Tschumi's design was to fìnd a structure that could exist independent of use, a structure without centre or hierarchy, a structure that would
negate the simplistic assumption of a casual relationship between a programme and the resulting architecture and staging a series of
tensions that enhance the dynamism of the park" (Tate 62).

Soltan, also argued that deconstruction was about differences within an object or a place. Problems tend to arise in architecture as
architects are influenced by theorists like Jacques Derrida and Michael Foucalt. The result is the creation of displaced buildings that no
longer demonstrate their functions through their design, as with shelter, beauÇ and social value. Soltan suggested that these theorists "do
violence to the entire range of traditional values associated with architectural manifestations " (236). She continued by stating, "for it is, say
deconstructivist thinkers, the aggressive and deluded defence of those fabe values that has brought civilization to the brink of destruction"
(Soltan 236). According to Soltan, the mentality exists that architects install the walls, and artists and designers decorate them. "Why hang
things on a wall when the wall itself is so much more a challenging medium?" (236).

SlïE style is a state of the positive mind, accepting the flux of nature and life and therefore welcoming change in its realism. The main
idea of SITE is to create a structure that is autonomous, but place it in a specific environment. The object then becomes a piece of art that
"substitutes information for metapho/'creating a form that expresses itself (Restany &Zevi 7). Restany and Zevi (1980) argue that SITE's
'de-architecture' erode the structure in order to become part of the environment (Restany & Zevi 10),

The discussion of deconstruction often includes the notion of destroying something which is built in order to create something new However,
we may not always have to destroy something in order to re-create it. For instance, Peter LaE's Landschaftpark at Duisbury-Nord, exists
on the site of an old coal mine and coking plant. The existing industrial buildings were not torn down to make way for the new park, they
were actually incorporated into the new design with new uses for the public. Reused material such as concrete blocks, rail beds, and
blast furnaces were adapted for public use in the form of walkways and sculptures (Steinglass 126). The park is described as being from
adaptation and new interpretation in order to recreate new spaces, without destroying what was existing. This is more of the idea that I

believe is relevant to this practicum. I wish to recreate walls. I wish to recreate people's ideas of what wall are or supposed to be. I wish to
readapt them to their current site so that they may be better utilized.
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Deconstructivist Architecture and Placemaking for Alternative Spaces
There is a fear associated with the unknown and the misunderstood. lt is dangerous for a person to be out on the edge, and to attempt to
break down and deconstruct a comfortable and familiar element. This occurs on a daily basis for people in the urban environment, but to
invite an unfamiliar situation in the deconstruction of the familiar, is to take chances to discover something new and potentially life altering
(Lee 130). For example, many people have a regular route that they daily to and from work. lt is familiar, they know how long it takes, and
it may be the most direct. However, if something were to catch their interest that could veer them off the most traveled path, who know what
interesting elements they may discover, and what people they may meet.

ln this practicm, a new approach to design is looked at according to deconstructivist theory as well as according to placemaking principles.
ln order to create a sense of place, and hence, create spaces with Walls as the space-defining element, the use of the deconstructivist
theory will help add to the framework of existing ideas in order to create a well-designed result on any project site. Placemaking principles
will help transform existing spaces into places that an individual can identify with, where people feel they can belong, and where people
can call home. ln order to develop these walls, details with colour and texture can be utilized, as well as, eye-catching elements that
not only emphasize the Walls' many details, but also develop the Wall into its own significant entity. Making the most of the Wall can be
accomplished with regular maintenance and upkeep, and we can exploit the Wall through artworks and advertising. The placemaking tools
will be represented as icons and symbols to be identifìed within each prospective site to aid in placemaking decisions and conclusions about
new Walls.

Now that we have a greater understanding and appreciation of Walls because of their history, it is time that the same type of tools used for
placemaking contribute to the visual language of Walls. These tools will be transformed into icons as a form of visual representation in order
to inform the design process. The aim is to deconstruct the perception of what a wall is 'supposed' to be, and reconstruct it with a Wall that
may illustrate organization, art, eye catching detail, materiality, thickness, permeabiliÇ, appropriate scale, flexibility, and even play.
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A Visual Representation

"Drawing is a way of knowing and thinking - a natural source for people as speaking and writing
for others.-.drawing and maps like using icons and symbols permits people to construct views not
presently visible to the eye orto the present selective information..."(wh¡ston spim 204).

One of the first and most relevant questions asked about th¡s practicum was, "Can I create a v¡suat language for the study and application
of walls in the urban landscape"? I believe that I can, and I also believe that by do¡ng th¡s, Landscape Arch¡tect profess¡onals can
util¡ze these icons and symbols to eas¡ly produce asite and wall analysis to determ¡ne whât ¡s ex¡st¡ng or m¡ss¡ng on their particular
des¡gn site. lf des¡gn professionals take the time to engage in this type of ãnalys¡s, ã greater understand¡ng of walls can be establ¡shed,
and thereore, a more su¡table des¡gn.

A sign is the key to commun¡cat¡on. According to Thomas A. Seboek, 'A s¡gn ¡s any physical form that has been ¡mag¡ned or made
extemal¡y (through some physical medium) to stand for an object, event, feel¡ng, ect-, known as a referent, or for a class of s¡milar (or
related) objects, events, feelings, ect., known as a referent¡al domain" (3). These signs allow people to recogn¡ze pattems; act as plans
for perform¡ng tasks; and are examples of types of phenomena (Seboek 3). Humans are not the only ones who use signs and symbols
to communicate. Many species use and understand d¡fferent types of signs to communicate. They may use different sounds and body
language to invite or warn other and like spec¡es. These signs are used much l¡ke humans use a verbal language to ind¡cate feelings and
att¡tudes. Accord¡ng to Seboek, s¡gns allow species to, "(1) signal ¡ts existence, (2) communicate messages with¡n the species, and (3)
model ¡ncoming informat¡on from the externa¡ world. Semiotics ¡s the science thât studies these functions" (Seboek 3).

Once a visual languâge ,s ¡dentified ¡n th¡s practicum, it was transformed ¡nto a series of icons for the prâctical appl¡cation of th¡s study.
These icons and symbols become part of a des¡gn toolbox where the tools, such as placemak¡ng tools, are transformed into icons for the
purpose of representation. Representation in the form of drawn ¡cons and symbols are important since many people relate to images
eas¡er than text. These tools will be able to relay part¡cular types of information that w¡ll be used to inform design solutions.

These tools w¡ll be used to accompl¡sh two tasks. The f rst task w¡ll be to:

1) Describe elements that contribute to the creat¡on of place by,
a) using the tools to ¡dentify exist¡ng elements from the wall and the site; and
b) using the tools to describe the character of a site;

The second task w¡ll be to:

2) Describe oual¡t¡es that create unique plãces by;
a) us¡ng the same tools to identify what is lâck¡ng from the wall and sile.

These two tasks must be preformed s¡multaneously. lf the f¡rst task alone was used to determine a des¡gn solution, it could not be done-
This ¡s because the ex¡st¡ng elements only determine the pos¡tive properties in the design- ft does not ind¡cate any negat¡ve aspects. lt
cânnot help determine what the new des¡gn w¡ll be. A new des¡gn can only be determined by ¡dentify¡ng what is lack¡ng in the ex¡sting
des¡gn. lt is then that new ¡deas and solutions cân be attempted forthe design solut¡ons.

These ¡cons and symbols are found on the follow¡ng few pages, described with ¡mages and text.



DeSign TOOIbOX - tools transformed into icons for the purpose of representation
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for the creation of place include activities
al characteristics that exist in successful qath

Gateways
.visual opening & closi
of spaces
- mark anival & exit

Enclosure
.create boundaries

Sta¡rways
'create vantage points
.create congregation
afeas

Vantage point
'provide security
'view sunounding area

Patterns
' create soothing vis
effect
'repeated elements

Scale
' horizontal & vertical lin
of space

Flexibility
' multiple use space

Ownership

)ù,* 
)

Management
'caretakers that value
space

Safety & security
' more people give security
' lighted areas g¡ve securíty

Maintenance
'to rema¡n clean &
attractive
' so that spaces may
function

Oual¡ty & durabil¡ty
'withstand use

Boundary
' identifies inside & outside
'deliniates public & private

Resident popufation
' assume greater
responsibility

lnformation & education
' easy to use
' inform movement

Landmarks
' create meeting places
'create familarity

. Art
' create conversation &
interaction

. Seating
' create places for rest &
congregation

. Restrooms & drinking fountains
' provide necessary
amenities

. Shelter
'prov¡de refuge & protection

Food vendors
' provide reason to
congregate
' provide reason to stay
longer

Dining areas
'enliven atmosphere
. provide place for gathering

Sundries
'enriched by newstands
flowerstands

Pet areas
' places to run
' places for interaction
pets

Colourful plant¡ngs
. stimulate senses



Green canopy
. provide shade & texture
. provide wildlife habitat

lnteract¡ve water
'touching

. seasons regulate
character of place

. Sun & shade
. changes perception &
of space

. Daylight
' presence of sky & light
well-being

Social and Private Spaces

i¡):!)/

' organized or spontaneous

Entertainment
' promotes gathering,
pleasureable

Special events
.markets promote
community

Children's play
'develop social skills



tools are taken from Cullen's work in the
Townscape and were deemed important for the

of new walls. These tools were miss¡ng
Salvesen placemaking tools but can add to the

character of a new design.

in detail
. Qualities of colour

' brings to life

Qual¡ties of texture
' adds depth

Qual¡ties of shadow
. changes with time

Qualities of pattern
.visual effect

. Sense of strangeness of form
. elements may not fit context

the eye
. Detailed elements

' is displayed to the outside viewer

. Contrasts
' between material, texture & colour

Textures
' emphasize the wall

Sunshine
' creating shadow w¡th textured wall

Wall as a tapestry
' create interesting details

the most of it
. Paint

' becomes an easy display aspect

. Brick & Stone
' repetition of one unit & its mòvement creates
& scale

. Pettern & texture
. brings wall to life

. Art work on the wall
' details can be added to functional elements
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have the ability to create spaces that determine how
our time and how we will interact with one another,

as with nature. As a result, walls functíon as edges
baniers, corridors, as well as enclosures. ln

they perform as ¡mportant space defìning elements.

. Bodies of water
. create a sense of openness, but can
create an enclosure by restricting
movement
.defensible boundary

. Roads
'define spaces between vehicle and
pedeshian

. Stairs
' congregate area
'provide vantage poìnts and surveillance

Trees & shrubs
'define spaces
' provide a sense of enclosure
'prov¡de shelter, shade and protection

Bollards & railings
'define & direct movement
' separate pedestrians from
pedestrians and vehicles
'provide safety as a waming system

Turf
.define pathways
'create spaces

Painted walls
.display narratives of place
'creating place w¡th v¡sual identity

. Water
'separate two pieces of land,
.create enclosure

. Railway lines
. separate two pieces of land,
'create an in between zone

Roads
' separate two pieces of land,
. ¡ntenupt movement for people and

Sta¡rs

Hedges & Trees
'separate spaces,
. direct movement w¡th vantage points

Gated communities
'separate spaces,
' separate neighbourhoods

Glass walls and windows
' physically separate spaces but allow for
visual connections

Rivers
' create opportunities for travel
. restrict movement across
. are bound by two edges

Railway lines
. create opportun¡ties for travel
' restrict movement across
'are bound by two edges

Roads
' create opportunities for travel
' restrict movement across
. are bound by two edges

Trees and hedges
. create opportunities for wi[dlife travel
' restr¡ct movement across
' are bound by two edges

One or two sides
. ¡s a protect¡ve shelter from wind or sun and
privacy

Three sides
' provides refuge but st¡ll allows outlook
the surrounding landscape

. Fully enclosed
. provides security and privacy
' can exclude people and daily occurrences
' can be experienced as threatening



of Enc¡osure
. . Height<-

a the heiqht of enclosure and space

î. scale'

'-sñ:1}'
:'sr\\,f#

.too high and dense can create a
phobic atmosphere

'too open and low can create a bleak
scape

.visual and physical permeability of
enclosing planes creates spaces with
variation and subtly

. Transparency
' a solid wall may not allow any
surrounding movement, light, orw¡nd to
the space, truly segregating a person
' greater transparency will allow
to affect and alter the space while

physically restricted.
' vegetation and specific building

and methods such as glass and walls
small openings.

. Thickness
' thick enclosures restrict interactions
the sunounding area
' thinner enclosures may still create a
protect¡ve shelter but w¡th increased
and ¡nteractions.

. Presence of openings
' few openings provide security and
but can exclude people and interactions
. few opening can also be
as threatening and unsafe in public urban
environments

. more openings st¡ll create a
protective shelter but allow outlook to

sunounding landscape
' more openings may feel safer with
numerous entrances and ex¡ts

- . Scale

l. ' comfort and intimacy in smaller
I I spaces

' too small of a space can be clausterphobic
' exhileration in larger open spaces
' too large of a space can be
overwhelming

iÉ

IG
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Part C: Walls as lnterventions
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Redesign the Wall
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Design Program

ln order to determine if the icons and symbols created in the previous chapter can actually be used as a type of methodology for
redesigning walls, it is important to deomonstate how a greater understanding can be reached. First, it is important to determine
whether or not this visual language of walls can aid design professionals in the analysis of a proposed site. This would be done so
that designers may fully comprehend what is existing on the site and what type of wall is being delt with. Second, it is important to
reconstruct the wall by determining what is lacking from the existing site and wall structure. Deconstruction will help to break down
the ordinary ideas associated with walls and focus on the potential for something better, and more adapted to the site it is located
within. The reconstruction of the Wall will also be accomplished by creating a sense of place through the utilization of placemaking
principles and tools, as well as, creating opportunities for exploration by creating Walls that offer character, deiails, patterns or art.
By expanding a persons perception about Walls, new developments and designs may occur within the profession of Landscape
Architecture. This would hopefully benefit the design profession, as well as the general public.

...redefine what type the wall is

...,-^interpref what the wall does

...recreate ".^ 'ryall's space defining elements

ln order to redefine what the .,':rl is, lwill use three separate sets of walls taken from the Winnipeg transect. ln each case I

will identify the relevance of one type ci,,:,'?!! in comparison to another similar type of wall, built during the same time period.

References of contextuality and materiality will become i¡-re basis of each comparison. One site from each set will then be chosen,

followed by a thorough site analysis.

ln order to reinterpref what the wall does in the urban context, a short study will be performed with each of the three chosen walls,

identifying how the existing wall came to be, and how the wall informs the space around it.

The last action of the design programs is to recreafe the wall's space defining elements in order to develop new places and

opportunities for people. The act of deconstruction, adaptations and new interpretations will physically alter the walls. New forms
and materiality will be informed as a result of the sites'original context and function.

The new design program will respect what the existing wall was first built to accomplish. This means that the new wall will also
perform as a boundary, barrier or a corridor. The placemaking and wallmaking tools will help determine what the original intentions
were. The redesign of the wall will take the context of the wall and site into consideration, as well as what is lacking from these
two elements. The design program will take all of the ideas, research, and tools discussed thus far and apply them towards a

new alternative wall design. Elements of the new design program are derived from the research discussed during the literature

review of the functions and actions of walls and the processes which create them; the design information reference based toolbox;

as well as, the literature review of placemaking and deconstructive architecture. The result will be one example, one of the many

possibilities of new wall designs that could be applied to the existing site.
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Comparison Designs & Site Analysis
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Gomparison and Existing Design A

WallA

Context
The Wall is located at The Forks Market on an outdoor restaurant patio,
adjacent to the public square.

Function
The boundary visually separates pedestrians in the public square from
paying customers of the private restaurant patio. lt is a moveable
boundary that can be altered in size, and shape.

Materiality
The boundary is made from wooden barrels with metal bracing, and
braded ship rope

Space formation
The boundary creates a separation amongst the public domain and a
semi-private patio. An enclosed outdoor room is created, with open
view points to the surrounding square. lts boundary is undulating
and links with the surrounding space because of the continuous floor
pattern.
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Wall B

Context
The Wall is located in the St. Boniface residential
area, in a schoolyard playground and traffìc-thru area

Function
The moving boundary physically and visually restricts
vehicles from a parking lot into a schoolyard
playground but it does not signifìcantly alter the
movements of children using the area. The same
boundary can also be opened to allow vehicle and
pedestrian traffic to enter and move freely.

Materiality
The boundary is made from hollowed steel and
painted a bright yellow to
attract attention and display caution.

Space formation
With the aid of the chain-link fence, this wall contributes to the separation
of two spaces; public play area and semi private shared space between
pedestrians and vehicles.

Comparison of WallA and Wall B

Both wall A and wall B act as moving boundaries in the pubic domain. They both visually block pedestrians and vehicles from easily accessing the
area, however, they also both have the ability to change their function by opening up and changing shape. The moveabliliy of these Walls is what
creates their unique qualities. They become a flexible element in the landscape that can change the look of a space, the experience of people in that
space, and the function ofthe space.
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Gomparison and Existing Design B

WallA

Context
The Walls are in a semi-private alleyway between tvvo apartment complexes, with
access to apartment resident parking, as well as a pathway down to the river.

Function
Two apartment complex walls enclose a long narrow space creating a conidor for
small amounts of traffic to access parking.

MaterialiÇ
The two boundary walls are constructed of brick on one side, and stucco and
wood on the other.

Space formation
The two walls create enclosure and continuity if moving along the narrow space.
There may also be a sense of anticipation as one moves through the space. The
space has the ability to appear narrower than is actually may be because of the
scale of the buildings in relation to the space.
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Wall B

Context
A semi-private road through a golf course, close to a river system
as well as a residential neighbourhood. The road contains a tree
lined edge.

Function
Trees line the road / pathway creating a boundary, enclosing the
space and protecting it from surrouding elements. The boundary
separates the enclosed space from the surrounding open space of
the golf course.

Materiality
The boundary is created from natural process and consists of
riverbottom forest trees with an overlapping canopy.

Space formation
This corridor is created because of the enclosure of space by
the vertical elements. The trees create a permeable boundary
that defines the enclosed space from the open space, allowing for
multiple view points, but does not create a confìning space.

Comparison of Wall A and Wall B

Both wallA and wall B are enclosed by verticle elements creating a long nanow corridor. Wall B however, is permeable and allows for multiple view
points and unrestricted access to the surrounding area. Wall A is a non-permeable structure, restricting views and access to the surrounding area.
Because of this, Wall A is left with only once purpose - to direct things through the space. lt does not have any elements that create a space worth
spending time in such as any accomodation in the form of seating, shelter, nature or entertainment.
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Comparison and Existing Design C

WallA

Context
River Heights private residential fence backing onto pulibc backlane.

Function
This wall serves as a boundary and a barrier, separating the public
space from the private space, as well as segregating the insiders
from the outsiders.

Materiality
The wall is constructed from brick support posts and wooden slats

Space formation
The barrier creates an enclosure for the private space and a boudary
as well as an exclusion zone for the public space. There is no visual
permeability through the wall, therefore it becomes very restricting
and intreguing.
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WallB

Context
North End semi-private schoolyard fence facing onto a pubic residential
neighbourhood.

Function
This wall serves as a boundary between the public schoolyard and the
public residential neighbourhood. lt also serves as a barrier to keep
children inside and strangers on the outside. ln this instance this walls
creates safety and security.

Materiality
The chain-link wall is created from steel.

Space formation
The boundary creates an enclosure for the schoolyard and an area that
is diffìcult to access by the public. The space however, is still permeable
and a visual connection remains between the enclosed site and the
surrounding neighbourhood.

Comparison of Wall A and Wall B

Both wall A and wall B create boundaries as well as physical barriers, however, wall B allows visual connections to occur.
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Wall lntervention
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Wall lntervention A

Location and Surrounding Area

The study site is located in the heart of
downtown Winnipeg, surrounded bY

recreational opportunites and directly
related to The Forks Market Historical
Site. Just below the selected Wall

site, the Red and Assiniboine Rivers
intersect. Directly surrounding the
Forks contains a vibrant downtown
business district with an abundance
of commercial offices, the Via Rail
Station, shopping and restaurants.
Residential districts are mostlY

concentrated along Assiniboine
Avenue, which follows the Assiniboine
River, and across the Red River in

the french district of Saint Boniface.

Downtown Study Site Location

Orange - Multi-Family Residential
Purple - Single-Family Residential
Yellow - lnstitutional / Public

Blue - Commercial
Light Green - The Forks Site
Dark Green - Recreational
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Site Accessibility and Circulation

Access to the Wall study site at the Forks
Market, is easy and straightforward, but it
cannot be accessed by motor vehicles. lt
is in a pedestrian only plaza with walking
or cycling connections coming from across
the Esplanade Riel bridge, the pedestrian

bridge connecting areas from downtown and

St Boniface, and the river walk.

.l--
kP
,ÊF:

Dark Blue - Vehicular traffìc within the Forks market site
Light Blue - Primary vehicular traffìc adjacent to the Forks market site
Purple - Pedestrian circulation

.\

'^t
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Site Description

Existing Elements

The current study site is at The Forks Market Historical Site, between the heart of downtown
Winnipeg, and the french district of Saint Boniface, which is across the Red River. lt is an

enclosed but permeable space, with vantage points in various directions. The site is well
porportioned in scale as with the wall in association with people, and small gathering spaces.
The site is located in full sun creating a space that is utilized by large amounts of people in

warm, sunny weather, and not utilized when the weather or seasons are not suitable. The
wall itself acts as a boundary, creating a separate space within the greater public square. Ïhe
site is also fully accessible as it is located on a level ground with easy access because of
the moveable qualitíes. The site has become a dining area with seating for guests as well
as pets due to its outdoor proximity. Structurally the site is well maintained, however, signs
of wear and weathering are beginning to show which begins to dissaccociate the site with
the rest of the well maintained and modernly designed Forks Site. The site does still allow
dialogue. and interaction amongst people due to it location and food oriented atmosphere.

landmark
@
boundary
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Wall Analysis

Existing Elements

Wall Type
The wall on this site is considered to be a type of wall boundary. lt exists to divide an area into two so
that a new space can be formed. The two spaces created include an area that allows the public to wander
freely without intruding on the semi-private outdoor patio of a popular restaurant. This type of boundary forms
a clear line deliniating one space from another but does not create a visually obstruction across the site.

Wall Form
The wall is a moveable boundary. lt is flexible and has many uses for different times and circumstances.
ln summer the wall is moved outward to expand the site and allow for an outdoor seating area, and in
winter the wall is retreated dissolving the site when not in use. The moveable wall has been created due to
social processes, deliniating the inside from the outside spaces. These social process include being a public
gathering and meeting area, as well as a public dining space. Food consumption and social interaction are both
social processes that society has established. The inside space allows paying restaurant patrons to use it as
part of their ourdoor dining experience, while directing where people in the outside space are allowed to move.

Wall Gontext
The current character of the area remains tied to the historical context of the Forks Market. The area contains
some water related elements such as the ship rope used to form part of the Wall, and trading elements such as
the barrels. The wall contains texture and contrasts formed by the old and worn out barrels and sailing rope as
well as pattern and texture from the sequence of the barrels and rope. The most imporlant aspect of the wall's
context however is the strangeness of form. Although the wall does relate to some of the trading and river
history of the Forks Market, the context of barrels and rope, and its worn out materials does not complíment
the modern Forks site with its surrounding structures and aboriginal details. This lack of appropriate
context makes the current moveable boundary inappropriate to its site and location, despite its functionality.
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Wall and Site

Missing Elements

There are a number of missing elements from this wall and site. As determined from the identified
icons, there are a number of elements related to play missing from the current site. Because of this,
it is my belief that because this is a site located in a public square, adding elements that contribute
to social interaction and stimulation should be taken into consideration. Play for all ages should be
promoted by the new wall, with contributing elements of colour, texture, shadow and pattern. These
additional elements work well to promote stimulation. This is only one idea that has stemmed from the
icons and symbols. There could possibly be a number of other scenarios that could branch out from
this same site, fitting to the context.
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Prescription / Remedy

Although the current wall was acts as a boundary between the semi-private space of the restaurant, and the public space
of the marketplace, successfully completing the task it was developed for, the wall does not successfully complement the
context of the current Forks Market site. The Forks Market has a great deal of historical significance, however, the new
forms created for the site have utilized modern materials and colours such as metal, glass and fabric, in white, red and teal.
ln its current state, the boundary adds little visually, and has thus superseded form by pure function.

The object of the new design is not to entirely change the wall and all of its functions since its purpose it to delineate one
space from another, but to alter its form in order to maintain and enhance its current function and purpose. ln order to rectify
the current situation, the boundary must take the following wall elemenfs into consideration since they do create the type of
boundary that is presently needed for its success:

a. remain as a permeable boundary
b. remain as a moveable boundary (allow for flexibility in a site that changes with the seasons)
c. retain texture, contrasts, as well as pattern and texture (these are positive elements that exists within the current
boundary)

ln order to rectify the current situation, the boundary must take the following site elemenfs into consideration since they do
help create the type of boundary needed for its success.

a. must enclose, allow for vantage points, be appropriate in scale,
b. must be a boundary must allow democratic accessibility, be well managed and allow for flexibility
c. must provide for sun & shade, seating, be a landmark, allow for pets
d. must allow for dialogue, as well as the appreciation of daylight
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Final Discussion
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Final Discussion
When I embarked on this joumey with Walls, I was not sure where it would lead to, or what I would end up with. All I knew was that something
fascinated me about the presence of walls in the landscape. The walls started out quite literal as I noticed them on the sides of buildings, and
dividing parts of some cities. Their presence was sometimes haunting; some of their surfaces worn smooth from the touch of many hands, or
simply by the years that had passed. I appreciated the work that went into their construction, and if built well, they would still be standing for years

to come. I knew that my interest could not exist independently from the rest of the world.

I began to realize how important walls were in the landscape, but how little they were thought of by the people who benefìted from them. I knew
this, because of looking around my own city. At fìrst glance I could not see many walls at all - beautiful or decrepit. I was not sure how I was going

to study them in Winnipeg if there was so little nothing catching my eye. Studying in Edinburgh, Scotland allowed me to discover an abundance
of beautiful walls, however, I was beginning to notice that there was too much of this type of wall, this beautiful, solid structure. I wanted greater

variety, different types of this landscape element that were less like the walls we think of everyday. This is when I began looking into the many
different types of walls and what types of landscapes resulted because of them.

As I continued my research I wanted to look at why many walls existed where they did, and as they did. I also wondered what type of processes

contributed to their development. Research led me to fìve processes which influenced many walls from the past, as well as in the present.

These fìve processes were political, natural, transportation, social, and industrial. Researching and analyzing many influential walls, helped me

to develop a greater understanding of their importance, and how they came to be. I soon discovered that understanding the full nature of these
elements would help to recreate them in a modern setting.

Once I had established the types of processes that created walls, I could begin to contemplate what the many types of walls were in the landscape.
ln Europe, as well as in Winnipeg, it became apparent that the placement of a wall created different types of spaces with a variety functions. As
a result, these walls performed as boundaries, barriers and as corridors, dividing the land and affecting the daily lives of the people around them.
These were three categories of walls, and within each of them were many types of walls.

Leaming and understanding the roles walls have played in society, and how they came to be, made me realize that in order to take part in creating
new walls, I must develop some form of visual language as a method of representing new ideas about them. Designers often utilize metaphorical
symbols to represent ideas in design solutions. For example, a bench does not have to be just a bench, it can exist as part of a long, weaving
serpentine wall as Antonio Gaudi created in the Park Guell, in Barcelona. This is a seating area which is filled with a colourful tile mosaic, where
the view overlooks the city, and where every part of the bench reveals a different view and a new perspective.

ln this practicum, representation, in the form of icons and symbols, would become an important tool and form of visual language that could

be used to inform new designs of walls. I needed something to base these tools and symbols on however, and this ís where placemaking

came into play.

Placemaking helps to create spaces that become a part of the places that build communities. Walls by themselves can lack character and

meaning, but when they are integrated into a community, they help organize and divide spaces. ln the activity of placemaking, the focus in on
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the place, and the people-in-places act as the base, giving purpose to the activity. A sense of place is different for different people. lt could be
memories and experiences for some, and distinct sight, sounds and smells for others. The hope here would be, that if walls could offer more than
just function, if they could contribute to creating a sense of place, than maybe people might stop passing by them, and begin to be drawn to them,
their intriguing characteristics, and the spaces they create. I knew this could be accomplished with walls, as long as there was meaning created in
the new design, and as long as I considered the people in the place.

As taken from David Salvensen, the author of the making of place, tools for the creation of place include activities and physical characteristics that
exist in successful gathering places. I used these placemaking tools and created icons and symbols to go along with them. These tools would
be related to character, accommodation, authenticity, nature, ownership, social & private spaces, as well as, context of the wall as found in eye-
catching elements, exploiting the surface, making the most of it and finally, seeing in detail. Walls can help create successful gathering spaces when
they are created in the right place, at the right time, and with the most appropriate characteristics. lt did not stop there however. I continued by
creating icons and symbols that described different Çpes of walls, and wall form. I did this so that I might create a visual language that would be
used during the site analysis of a new project, as well as the design phase. These icons would be able to describe, without words, what type of
current characteristícs existed on a site, as well as what type of wall was the focus. lf used properly, these same icons could also be to determine
what was lacking from the exising site and the wall. This information would be used to aid in the new design of the wall - a new design that would
be more suitable in characte¡ materiality, aesthetics as well as scale and functionaliÇ. Furthermore, by determining what elements are lacking from
a site, new ideas and designs can be created. This was the goal of creating the visual language.

Like placemaking, the idea of deconstruction could also aid in analyzing a site and redesigning the wall. Here, there is a greater emphasis on the
theory of architectural deconstruction as a method of breaking down preconceived notions of what a wall is thought to be, and the functions that
they would perform. Deconstructing the wall to its bare function would be a strong element to work with in the redesign of that wall. This consisted
of breaking apart what the wall has been assumed to be, to reveal what the wall could possibly be. Architectural deconstruction was the basis for
how to look at the existing wall with new possibilities. By stripping away some of the outer layers, a wall could be built back up using new elements
related to character, materialiÇ and context.

Now that I had studied and analysed walls, developed tools and icons to describe walls, and developed a theoretical framework to base new walls
on. I felt that the only way to determine if all of this information could actually be useful to the pubic and to designers was to apply them to a site
and see what the outcome would be.

Two transect lines were established through Winnipeg during one of the fìrst stages of research and identifìed many walls in my own neighbourhood.
The two transect lines cut across Winnipeg, one from north to south, and the other from east to west. Along these lines were many walls that were
identified and recorded using photographs. From this transect, three sets of sites were chosen to be analyzed during the redesign phase of this
practicum. They were chosen because of the possibilities of new design that I saw in them, or because of the lack of design put into their existing
forms. They covered all three types of walls, as in boundaries, barriers, and corridors. Next, they were analyzed according to the site context,
wall type and wall form. Comparisons were done between two similar wall types built during a similar period, and the end result was three sets of
comparisons and contrasts. These comparisons gave a beginning to the more in-depth analysis that would follow One wall from each of the three
comparisons was then chosen to take part in the interventions section of the practicum.
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Any final designs attempted for this site would now encompass the processes that created the existing wall, as well as, placemaking tools, wall types,

wall forms, and wall context.

lmproving walls and the experiences they create contributes to the overall urban structure. Contributing to the overall use and enjoyment of a space

can eventually contribute to that street, the neighbourhood, a whole community, and thus the city itself could begin to see a positive change- This

is certainly an over-simplified scenario of an ideal circumstance, however, taking the time to consider even the smallest elements that make up our

landscapes can contribute to the development of great urban environments.

I set out on this practicum to determine whether or not I could create a visual language of walls as a form of representation. I also set out to complete

this study with the hopes of revealing the Wall to many people in the public, as well as many designers that may have not noticed it previously. I

believe that I have completed both tasks. I discovered that a visual language of walls could be created through icons and symbols that acted as a

form of representation. lt could contribute information about a site, the wall on that site and what elements were lacking. By using these tools, a

basic understanding of walls could be established, and along with the skills of a design professional, a new design could be informed. Using the

icons and symbols is not the only way to understand walls however. Reading the section on the processes that contribute to the creation of walls,

as well as, the section on wall typology can already aid in a basic understanding of walls in the urban environment. As far as my second task was

concerned, I can only believe that the many walls that have been presented in this practicum can serve as examples as to the possibilities that are

always around us in the urban condition.
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